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Abstract 
The expected demand for space heating/cooling due to increase in population and living 
standards worldwide is intensifying the search for renewable energy sources. The use of 
geothermal energy pile (GEP) offers a promising and sustainable way of generating energy 
needed for space heating and cooling via underground structures such as pile foundations.  
Shallow concrete GEPs have been used successfully to extract heat from the ground for space 
heating and cooling. However, there are some constraints facing its acceptability and this 
includes its inability to generate enough energy as a result of shorter length of the pile. 
Moreover, limited research data is available on the experimental and sustainable means of 
enhancing the quantity of the energy that can be generated for space heating /cooling through 
concrete GEP. Therefore, this study presents an experimental investigation of the thermal 
performance enhancement of concrete GEPs modified with bio-based phase change material 
(PCM) impregnated concrete made up of glass aggregates (GAs) and fly ash aggregates (FAs) 
sourced from waste materials.  
For the first time, aggregates made up of recycled GAs and FAs were used to host bio-based 
PCM. In addition, a PCM leak free thermal energy storage lightweight aggregate GAs and FAs 
were developed. Moreover, the developed thermal energy storage GAs and FAs remained 
stable under the influence of abrasive forces which make it a good material in concrete 
production.  
 
The ease of flow and workability of the concrete are greatly affected depending on the 
percentage substitution of normal aggregates with PCM impregnated GAs/or FAs. However, 
the compressive strength of the concretes was greater than the minimum conventional concrete 
strength required (i.e. 15 MPa) for any structural application. 
Heat storage capacity of concrete GEP increased with an increase in PCM incorporated. 
Furthermore, GEPs expanded/contracted during the test and returned to its initial strain value 
after test. Surrounding soil temperature ranges between 14°C and 22°C during the test. On the 
life cycle assessment point of view of the PCM modified GEP, incorporating PCM in GEPs 
reduce the manufacturing /production process impact of the pile.  
Finally, it can be concluded that incorporating bio-based PCM in GEP is a promising and 
sustainable way of enhancing its thermal performance.  
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 Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
 Background and problem statement 
It is a fact today that the demand and usage of energy for space heating/cooling continue to 
increase day by day as a result of world population growth and fast pace of economic 
development. Residential and commercial buildings account for bulk of the energy 
consumption for space conditioning. For instance, on the usage of energy in the UK (Eames et 
al., 2014) reported that over half (63%) of total energy consumption in a typical residential 
house is currently used for space heating purposes; water heating accounts for 14% of total 
energy consumption while the remaining 23% is used for other purposes like cooking/catering, 
drying/separation (Figure 1-1). Therefore, the usage of energy in a typical residential house in 
the UK largely goes for combined space and water heating (63% + 14% = 77%, which  is more 
than ¾ of the total energy usage). The energy used for space conditioning is sourced from the 
conventional energy resources such as gas, oil and electricity. Gas and oil are fossil fuels, while 
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electricity can be a fossil or non-fossil fuel based. It is a known fact that the use of conventional 
fossil fuel based technologies poses a serious threat to our environment and our planet earth 
due to greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions resulting in global climate change.  
 
 
 
Figure 1-1. UK heat use by purpose [adapted from (Eames et al., 2014)] 
 
To meet the increasing energy demand for space heating/cooling and to ensure a clean 
environment, renewable, sustainable and eco-efficient source of energy such as geothermal 
energy should be adopted in order to reduce over-reliance on the use of fossil fuels for space 
heating/cooling.  Geothermal energy pile (GEP) utilises the low enthalpy heat energy present 
within the shallow earth surface, for space heating and cooling in buildings in various places 
around the world. GEPs use the ground as heat source/sink to provide an environmentally 
friendly energy solution for building heating and cooling. GEP can be defined as a dual-purpose 
structural element that utilises the required ground-concrete contact element to transfer the 
structural/building loads to the ground as well as acting as a heat exchanger unit. GEP is similar 
to vertical bore ground-source heat pump (GSHP) systems. The difference is that pile 
foundation serves as an integral support to the super-structure in addition to heating and cooling 
(Bouazza et al., 2011). This in turns saves the cost of installing vertical bores as well as the 
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space required to drill the bore holes. This approach takes advantage of the thermal storage 
capacity of the ground. When GEP is compared with gas and oil based heating system, it 
provides a significant energy saving, about 75% more energy efficient (Duffield and Sass, 
2003; Akrouch, 2014).  
 
The practice of using foundation elements for achieving building heating/cooling energy need 
began in Austria and Switzerland: utilising base slabs in the 1980’s, piles in 1984, diaphragm 
walls in 1996 and energy tunnels in early 2000 (Brandl, 1998; Brandl, 2006; Adam and 
Markiewicz, 2009 and Xia et al., 2012). However, in the UK, the practice of installing GEPs 
began in early 2000, with about 150 GEPs installed by 2005 (Brandl, 2006). Higher gas price 
and planning requirements helped increase the popularity of this solution. However, the 
installation of GEP has reduced drastically due to the limited amount of energy generated 
through this system for space heating/cooling. Less amount of energy generated using GEPs is 
due to its limited heat storage capacity, low ground thermal conductivity, short length of the 
piles etc. A lot of research has been conducted on how to improve the GEPs thermal 
performance in terms of amount of heating/cooling energy that can be obtained (Gao et al., 
2008; Park et al., 2013, 2015; Zarrella et al., 2013; Kramer et al., 2015; Zhao  et al., 2016 and 
Akrouch et al., 2018).  
 
However, no research has been conducted on how to improve the heat storage capacity of GEP. 
So, improving the limited heat storage capacity of GEPs and using the stored heat for later use 
can be a good way of improving the thermal performance of GEP because more energy can be 
generated for space heating and cooling.  The aim of this study is to come up with a sustainable 
way of improving the thermal performance of GEPs in terms of amount of energy that can be 
generated to meet the ever-increasing world energy demand for space heating/cooling. A good 
way to achieve this aim is to harness the active methods of building energy efficiency through 
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thermal energy storage (TES) system. The purpose of using TES is that it conserves and stores 
energy for later use. The system involves incorporating bio-based or fossil fuel based phase 
change material (PCM) that are characterised with high volumetric thermal energy storage 
density to store the excess indoor heat during the day and release it at night when the indoor 
temperature falls below the PCM transition temperature.  Example of PCM are paraffin, binary 
aqueous solution, and capric and lauric acid mixtures. They can store and release this heat/cold 
energy during phase change. Some paraffin and non-paraffin organics are available for cold 
storage applications, being an attractive alternative to chilled water for comfort cooling 
applications and enable cold storage with high energy storage density (Oró et al., 2012; Cabeza 
et al., 2015; Cabeza and Oró, 2016).  
 
PCM can be incorporated in concrete through direct mixing, immersion, microencapsulation 
and vacuum impregnation. Direct mixing is a process of mixing liquid or powder PCM directly 
with construction material blends such as plaster, concrete or gypsum in the production phase 
of the concrete. It is the simplest and the most economical technique of PCM incorporation. It 
requires no additional equipment (Farid et al., 2004; Khudhair and Farid, 2004). However,  
PCM leakage and the occurrence of undesirable chemical interaction between the PCM and 
containment material are the issues associated with this method.   
Immersion method of PCM incorporation involves soaking porous construction material such 
as concrete block, bricks, and gypsum board in the melted phase change material, absorbing 
PCM by the capillary. The effectiveness and the time required (immersion time) for the liquid 
PCM to be fully soaked into the porous material are mainly based on the absorption 
characteristics such as porosity, pore diameter distribution and the type of PCM being 
employed.  Hawes (1991) reported that PCM immersion method has added an advantage of 
being suitable for use with ordinary blocks from stock to meet market demand. However, it 
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takes several hours before a reasonable amount of PCM can be absorbed by the blocks. 
Moreover, leakage of PCM into the environment still remains the major issue. 
Microencapsulation techniques provide opportunities for advanced PCM to be inserted in 
micro size capsules that also allow greater heat transfer. Reduced leakage and reactivity with 
the outside environment and controlled volume changes during the phase transition (Farid et 
al., 2004; De Gracia et al., 2010 and Cabeza et al., 2015) are the main advantages of this 
method. The drawback of this method is that it is very expensive. 
 
Vacuum impregnation is a variation of the direct mixing method where the PCM is 
impregnated into porous materials such as lightweight aggregates (LWAs) using vacuum. The 
pre-soaked PCM aggregate functions as a carrier for PCM. The PCM impregnated LWAs are 
then used to produce concrete. It is a simple and straight forward method and is suitable for 
both laboratory and field scale experimentation. It is cost effective than microencapsulation. 
The main issue associated with this method is its inability to prevent the PCM from leakage. 
However, recently a few studies (Memon et al., 2015; 2013; Chen et al., 2015 and Yang et al., 
2017) employed coating over PCM impregnated aggregates to prevent the leakage. 
 
Thermal performance of expanded clay aggregate containing lauryl alcohol PCM was 
investigated by Memon et al. (2013). From the result of their study, the maximum PCM 
retained in expanded clay aggregate was reported to be 24%. Similarly, from the thermal 
stability and reliability test, it was found that the developed vacuum impregnated LWAs 
remained stable after subjecting it to hundreds of thermal cycle.  
Cui et al,  (2015)  carried out a study on the mechanical performance of PCM impregnated 
LWA concrete. Lauryl alcohol was impregnated into the expanded clay LWAs. They observed 
that PCM leaked out of LWAs after it was subjected to thermal cycles with each cycle having 
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a duration of 230 minutes. To prevent PCM leakage, they coated PCM impregnated LWAs 
with epoxy and modified cement paste, and thereafter subjected the coated LWAs to 150 
thermal cycles and observed that the mass loss of PCM with epoxy and cement paste coating 
was less than 5%.  
The development and optimisation of PCM impregnated LWAs geopolymer composites made 
from aluminosilicate rich mud and glass powder was investigated by Kastiukas et al. (2016). 
They reported that PCM leaked out of LWAs after it was subjected to thermal cycles with each 
cycle having a duration of 1 hour. To solve the PCM leakage problem, they coated the PCM 
impregnated LWAs with polyester resin. They admitted that PCM leakage reduced, however, 
they still observed about 3% PCM leakage. 
Previously, only materials made up of natural aggregates have been examined for PCM 
incorporation but extraction of natural aggregates damages the environment. Also, PCMs 
investigated to date mainly consisted of paraffin wax, a fossil fuel by-product, and has carbon 
footprint. This study investigates for the first time, the use of aggregate made up of waste 
material to host PCM. The study proposes the use of (1) LWAs, namely glass and fly ash 
aggregates made of waste material as a container (2) to host the bio-based PCMs (3) using 
vacuum impregnation, which guarantees maximum PCM absorption, (4) to produce concrete 
GEP with high thermal storage capacity.  
 
 Research Aim and Objectives  
The aim of this research is to study the thermal performance enhancement of GEPs using PCM. 
The following objectives have been envisaged: 
[1.] To investigate the thermal stability and phase change properties of the selected bio-based 
environment friendly PCMs. 
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[2.] To study the physical properties of selected LWAs made up of waste materials such as 
recycled glass and fly ash. 
[3.] To design a laboratory scale experimental test set-up to impregnate PCM into different 
lightweight aggregates (LWAs) and develop a thermal energy storage LWAs that would 
be used to replace part of the normal aggregates to produce thermal energy storage 
concrete.  
[4.] To perform the materials characterisation of PCM incorporated LWAs. This includes 
investigating the PCM leakage of the PCM impregnated LWAs and its durability to 
withstand abrasive forces encountered inside a concrete mixer during concrete 
production. 
[5.] To investigate the effect of PCM impregnated LWAs on the physical and thermo-
mechanical properties of concrete. 
[6.] To design a laboratory scale experimental test set-up to investigate the thermal 
performance of the PCM modified geothermal energy pile (GEP) cross-section, 
embedded in sand with different degree of saturation.  
[7.] To carry out a life cycle assessment (LCA) and economic evaluation of the PCM modified 
GEPs.  
 Overview of the thesis 
The thesis report is structured as follows:  
Chapter 2 provides an extensive review of literature salient to the thermal performance of the 
GEP system. Also, a thorough review of up to date research on phase change material (PCM) 
application in civil engineering is presented. The review was conducted by broadly studying 
the reported numerous field scale experiments, laboratory tests and numerical analysis and 
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simulations. Also, the review presents the heat transfer mechanism of GEPs and factors that 
influence the use of PCM in civil engineering applications.  
Chapter 3 presents the testing methods coupled with the description of the accessories and 
apparatuses used. It also presents the laboratory characterisation of materials used in this study 
including LWAs physical properties characterisation, impregnation of PCM into the LWAs, 
durability assessment of PCM impregnated LWAs and microstructural analysis of PCM 
impregnated LWAs.  
Chapter 4 describes the laboratory investigation of the physical, thermal and mechanical 
properties of PCM modified concrete including the testing methods coupled with the 
description of the accessories and apparatuses used. It also presents the concrete properties 
results like workability, compressive strength, modulus of elasticity, flexural beam strength, 
thermal conductivity and specific heat.  
Chapter 5 discusses the laboratory scale experiment conducted on GEP embedded in Redhill 
sand with different water content (i.e. degree of saturation). The tests comprise the cyclic 
heating and cooling of PCM modified energy pile cross-section embedded in sand. The chapter 
presents and discusses the results of thermal strain changes in the GEP cross-section. It also 
discusses the temperature evolution of the GEPs and its surrounding soil under thermal cycles.  
Chapter 6 presents the life cycle assessment (LCA) and economic evaluation of PCM modified 
energy pile. Lastly, Chapter 7 presents the overall conclusions drawn from this research work, 
including major findings and highlighted suggestions for future research work in this area. 
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 Chapter 2 
Literature review 
 Introduction 
This chapter contains different literatures relevant to geothermal energy pile (GEP), its types 
and construction techniques, energy loops and its configuration, soil-heat transfer mechanisms. 
The need for eco-efficient and green thermal performance enhancement in energy pile coupled 
with the various drivers for using PCMs for improving the thermal energy storage capacity of 
energy pile are also discussed. Furthermore, the basic properties of PCM and its incorporation 
techniques are reviewed. 
 Geothermal energy pile (GEP) 
Utilisation of shallow geothermal energy in providing thermal needs of building is already 
common. GEP is installed at shallow depth 10–50 m, where the ground temperature is around 
10°C to 15°C in most European countries (Adam and Markiewicz, 2009). This kind of 
technology is adopted from conventional ground heat exchanger called ground source heat 
pump (GSHP), where ground thermal energy is extracted from the soil via heat pump and 
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delivered it to the building. The ground operates as heat source supplying warm energy to 
building during winter season, while during summer season it functions as heat sink when cold 
energy for building is required (Suryatriyastuti, 2006; Suryatriyastuti et al., 2012). There are 
two types of conventional ground heat exchangers (i.e. GSHP). The first one is open loop 
system where the groundwater is used as a heat carrier and pumped directly from an aquifer to 
the heat pump. The water is returned back to the same aquifer or to another well. This system 
is simpler but it induces some environmental problems like groundwater pollution and needs 
high cost of maintenance due to clogging in the wells and heat exchangers components 
(Suryatriyastuti et al., 2012). The second one is closed loop system where closed-coils absorber 
pipes are laid either horizontally (in trench) or vertically (in borehole). A heat carrier medium 
is circulated through absorber pipes to transport heat from the ground to the heat pump. The 
borehole system is called borehole heat exchanger (BHE) system. Due to high cost of drilling 
(for vertical loops) and need of huge land area (for horizontal loops), closed loop systems have 
recently been merged into structural foundation elements such as piles (Brandl, 2006; Brandl, 
2013). 
 
GEPs are dual-purpose structural deep foundations and they are designed to provide foundation 
support and to extract heat from the ground. They are also referred to as thermo-active 
structures or simply energy piles. They are like vertical borehole heat exchangers coupled with 
ground source heat pump (GSHP) systems. They are different from conventional pile 
foundations because they serve as an integral support to the built structure in addition to heating 
and cooling. They utilise the required ground–concrete contact element to transfer the 
construction loads to the ground as well as acting as heat exchanger units (Brandl, 2006; 
Suryatriyastuti, 2006). Energy pile foundations have great potential to improve the energy 
efficiency of built structures by using the ground as a heat source/sink. Therefore, it is not 
surprising that their use has received increased interest over the past decade (Brandl, 2006; 
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Laloui et al., 2006; De Moel et al., 2010; Singh et al., 2015; Caulk et al., 2016 and Wang et 
al., 2017). Consequently, many studies have been conducted to gain a better understanding of 
their geotechnical design and in particular their thermo-mechanical behaviour (Brandl, 2006; 
Laloui et al., 2006; Amis et al., 2008; Bourne-Webb et al., 2009; Amatya et al., 2012; Faizal 
et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017; Mccarthy et al., 2010; Gao et al., 2008; Park et al., 2013, 2015; 
Zarrella et al., 2013; Kramer et al., 2015; Zhao  et al., 2016 and Akrouch et al., 2018). 
However, in addition to the geotechnical design, the heat exchange design is also required 
(Loveridge and Powrie, 2012, 2013a).  
 
 Geothermal energy piles system 
Energy piles system contained three principal components (Figure 2-1). The first component 
is the soil as heat source in winter season where ground energy is withdrawn for heating needs 
of building. It serves as heat sink in summer season where heat is rejected back to soil in order 
to recharge ground energy and to cool the building. The second component contained the closed 
absorber pipes attached to reinforcement in concrete piles through which heat carrier fluid is 
circulated to exchange energy from/to soil to/from building. Heat carrier fluid is water and/or 
antifreeze solution which can avoid freezing in cold climate. Generally, glycol–water mixtures 
are the most used solution by industry, containing also additives to prevent corrosion in the 
header block of valves of the heat pump reported by Hamada et al., (2007). Concerning the 
type of absorber pipes used in energy piles, they conducted performance test of three kinds of 
closed absorber pipes: U-shaped, double U-shaped, and indirect double-pipe and found that 
double U-shaped gives better result in terms of thermal performance.         
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Figure 2-1. Typical geothermal energy pile system (adapted from Abuel-Naga et al., 2015). 
 
The third component is closed-pipelines heating/cooling network which is embedded in the 
floors and walls of building. Heat pumps are linked between the second and third component 
to raise the original low enthalpy heat resources to a higher usable room temperature. 
 
2.3.1 Geothermal energy pile loops  
The heat transfer pipes also known as energy loops or absorber pipes are the plastic pipes that 
contain the heat carrier fluid within the GEP. They are made from High-Density Poly-
Ethylene/Poly-Propylene (HDPE/HDPP), or Polybutylene (Hamada et al., 2007; Loveridge, 
2012; Park et al., 2013 and Akrouch et al., 2014). However, HDPE pipes are most widely used 
energy loop material. The diameter of the HDPE pipes that are being used in the industry range 
between 20–44 mm (Brandl, 2006; Bourne-Webb et al., 2009; Bozis et al., 2011; Mccartney 
and Murphy, 2012; Wang et al., 2013; Jeong et al., 2014 and Singh et al., 2015). However, the 
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GEP system design and installation guide recommended the nominal pipe diameter to pipe wall 
thickness ratio of 11. This is to ensure the pipe is durable enough to withstand a nominal 
pressure of 1103.16 kPa (Skouby, 2010). The pipes are pressurised and maintained at a nominal 
pressure of 48.26 kPa during the pre-installation test (Heinz Brandl, 2006). This is done for the 
purpose of integrity check and also to prevent collapse because of imposed load due to wet 
concrete, during concreting in rotary bored piles or when the loops are being plunged into fresh 
concrete in continuous flight auger (CFA) piles. 
2.3.1.1 Pipe configuration  
The pipes can be installed in various forms within the energy pile. Some common configuration 
reported are single U-shaped, double U-shaped, triple U-shaped, W-shaped, spiral or helical 
shaped, direct double-pipe type and indirect double-pipe type configurations (Hamada et al., 
2007; Gao et al., 2008 and Zarrella et al., 2013). The different typical configurations are shown 
in Figure 2-2. However, careful consideration should be taken to ensure the best pipe shape is 
chosen to guarantee effective system performance (Hamada et al., 2007). Similarly, the pipes 
from one or multiple piles can be connected in series, parallel or a combination of the two 
(Loveridge and Powrie, 2014).  
 
 
 
Figure 2-2. Different configuration of energy loops (adapted from Olgun et al., 2015) 
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2.3.1.2 The heat carrier fluid (HCF)  
The heat carrier fluid is the liquid which circulates in the pipes that extract and transfer heat 
from the ground to the heat pump system or vice versa. The fluid can be made of pure water or 
water plus an anti-freeze solution. The anti-freeze could be ethylene or propylene glycol, saline 
solution etc. Addition of antifreeze to the circulating fluid inside the loops decreases the liquid 
freezing point, increase its viscosity, which results in higher energy consumption for pumping. 
Five percent of antifreeze solution is commonly used by industry. Ethylene glycol possesses a 
better heat conductivity property, although, it is toxic when compared to propylene glycol 
(Loveridge and Powrie, 2013a). 
2.3.2 Heat pump systems 
A heat pump is a mechanical device that is used to raise the temperature of the heat extracted 
from the ground, by circulating HCF through pipes, to a temperature suitable for space heating 
and vice versa. Its working mechanism is comparable to that of a refrigerator. Four components 
make up the heat pump: Evaporator, Condenser, Compressor and Expansion valve as shown in 
Figure 2-3. 
 
During heating operation, the HCF (water plus antifreeze) is pumped and circulated through 
the pipes enclosed in energy pile. The HCF absorbs heat from the ground and is fed into the 
evaporator which contains refrigerant (heat transfer fluid). Within the evaporator, the 
refrigerant absorbs the heat energy from the HCF thereby raising the temperature of the 
refrigerant. The high-temperature refrigerant circulates through the compressor that 
compresses 
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Figure 2-3. The heat pump system (adapted from Hamada et al., 2007) 
 
and turns it into a high-pressure and high-temperature fluid. At the condenser, the vapour 
(refrigerant) transfers its heat to the heating (e.g radiator or under flow heating) to heat the 
building. The refrigerant cools down at the condenser level and is fed through the expansion 
valve which lowers its pressure and temperature. After leaving the expansion valve, it then 
passes through the evaporator for the cycle to start again. Similarly, to achieve cooling, the 
whole process is reversed. 
 Types and construction technique of geothermal energy pile 
The GEP installation technique is generally either hammer driven or auger bored method 
depending on the pile type and geology. Precast concrete heat exchangers with central voids 
can be installed into the soil before incorporating the energy loops in the hollow spacing 
provided and filled with cement mortar to ensure contact between loops and the pile (Park et 
al., 2013 and Yoon et al., 2014). Similarly, steel piles can be driven or drilled and filled with 
concrete. 
In the auger boring technique, holes are dug in the ground, followed by installing the 
reinforcement cage with the energy loops attached prior to concreting, which is referred to as 
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bored piles. However, in continuous flight auger (CFA) piles, the energy loops are attached to 
a central steel bar for rigidity when they are being pushed into fresh concrete after concreting. 
Additionally, coring technique could also be employed to fit in energy loops into heat 
exchangers in the case of hardened concrete piles already installed in the ground. However, 
this would likely be very expensive and a more economical solution should always be opted 
for.  
 Material composition of geothermal energy pile 
The construction of pile foundations can be done using different materials depending on factors 
such as type of the load to be supported, installation technique, availability of raw materials for 
construction, ground conditions etc. However, in the construction of GEP heat exchangers, the 
energy pile foundation elements can be constructed from either of the following materials as 
reported by Morino and Oka (1994), Brandl (1998), Nagano (2007) and Gao et al. (2008). 
 Reinforced concrete  
 Steel 
The most common material used in GEP construction is the reinforced concrete (Heinz Brandl, 
2006) because of its high heat conducting property and high thermal storage capability. 
Similarly, the concrete mix should conform with that specified in Eurocode 7 for the design of 
pile foundation (Frank, 2006). It should be noted that a concrete mix with higher aggregate 
content and lower cement ratio results in higher heat transfer of the concrete pile (Loveridge, 
2012).  
Steel piles were first used as heat exchangers in 1994 by Morino and Oka (1994) to explore its 
good heat conductive properties and lower thermal resistance (Nagano, 2007). In 1998, two 
steel piles were utilised for floor heating and cooling of a low energy house at Hokkaido 
University, Japan (Hamada et al., 2000). Since their successful installation, over 300 buildings 
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were reported to have adopted them for building heating and cooling need as of 2002 (Nagano 
et al., 2005). Also, Nagano proposed that the heat energy can be exchanged by circulating water 
in the steel pile directly or through equipping the steel with energy loops. The latter offers a 
more cost friendly solution and requires less maintenance (Nagano et al., 2006).  
 Geometrical size 
The length and diameter of GEPs are largely governed by the imposed mechanical load of the 
superstructure rather than the building energy demand. However, efficient system performance 
is achieved if the pile length extends beyond the earth heterothermal zone (zone of high-
temperature fluctuations) that is found in top 2 – 4 m. This effect is mitigated once the 
construction of the building is completed. Additionally, piles with larger diameter greatly 
influence the heat transfer and storage capabilities of the GEP due to the enhanced pile contact 
surface area with the ground, thereby, resulting in higher thermal performance (Loveridge and 
Powrie, 2013b), and allowing a higher number of energy loops to be incorporated within the 
foundation element (Loveridge, 2012).  
Loveridge (2012) reported that the diameter of GEP heat exchangers generally ranges from 
300 – 1500 mm. Whereas, its length should extend beyond the soil heterothermal zone 
(Suryatriyastuti, Mroueh and Burlon, 2012). Furthermore, Nagano et al. (2006) and Nagano 
(2007) reported to have installed 51 steel piles with diameter of 600 – 800 mm and an average 
effective length of 4.7 m. They observed that the system could supply 40 kW of daily heating 
load. 
 
 Engineering usefulness of geothermal energy pile 
GEP can be solely designed for space heating or cooling or the combination of heating and 
cooling. Operating the system for purely heating or cooling will result in energy unbalance in 
the ground due to continuous heat extraction or injection over the operational years, which 
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could potentially induce a change in the original soil conditions surrounding the pile that might 
result in drop in thermal efficiency of GEP (Brandl, 2006). To achieve a better thermal 
performance, the system should be used for both heating and cooling operation, which presents 
an environmental friendly solution coupled with energy balance in the ground. The heat energy 
extracted during winter to satisfy the building heating need is injected back during summer to 
sustainably cool the building. Similarly, accurate assessment of the soil thermal properties 
could yield to an efficient and economical system design. Furthermore, energy piles are shorter 
in length compared to boreholes, which means they may be embedded in a fully/partially 
saturated or dry soil which greatly influence their thermal properties.  
 
 Geothermal energy pile soil heat transfer mechanisms 
The energy pile installed in the soil mass exchange heat with its environment through the 
process of conduction, convection and radiation. The heat transfer occurs because of the 
temperature gradient between the pile and the surrounding soil. Heat transfer process keeps 
taking place until an equilibrium is reached between the pile and soil.  
 
2.8.1 Soil 
Soil is a porous medium formed by solid grains, water, and gases. Due to their compositions, 
heat transfer in soil consists of many mechanisms, including conduction through the soil grains, 
liquid, and gases; convection through liquid and gas diffusion (i.e. vapour); latent heat transfer 
through evaporation–condensation cycles during the phase change of water; radiation in gas-
filled pores (Brandl, 2006). Generally conduction dominates the heat transfer in soil while 
convection in liquid diffusion occurs by the presence of groundwater flow with high velocity, 
vapour diffusion and latent heat transfer might only be possible in unsaturated soil, and 
radiation contributes negligibly to heat transfer. 
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2.8.2 Conduction 
The heat flow process occurs due to the temperature gradient, between the pile and the 
surrounding soil, until an equilibrium is attained. However, the difference in the inlet and outlet 
HCF temperature ensures an effective and continuous heat flow process. The amount and time 
taken for heat exchange between GEP and surrounding soil depend on factors such as 
groundwater flow, geological soil properties, geographical location, initial soil temperature, 
soil type and soil moisture content. Heat transfer mechanism in soils is very complex. It occurs 
through the following transfer mechanisms including conduction, convection and radiation. 
Other mechanisms that are of great significant to heat movement includes vaporisation and 
condensation, freezing and thawing, and ion exchange (Brandl, 2006 and Brandl et al., 2006).  
 
Heat conduction refers to heat movement between bodies in contact, or from one face of a solid 
block to another face, because of the difference in kinetic energy of the atomic particles. This 
is the most predominant heat flow mechanism in soils (Farouki, 1981; Brandl, 2006 and 
Dawoud et al., 2007) and other solids because of the particles are closely compacted.  
For example, if heat is applied to one face of a solid block the atomic particles at the heated 
end gain kinetic energy and begin to vibrate, causing the neighbouring atoms to follow the 
same pattern and transfer the energy. This transfer process keeps going on within the solid if 
the heat is constantly and continuously applied until all the particles are in exact same motion 
or have gained same heat energy. The amount of heat, Q (W), flowing through a body in one 
dimension can be quantified using the Fourier’s law, Equation 2.1, while the time taken for 
heat to be transferred from one face of the block to another depends on the thermal conductivity 
of the solid material.  
  𝑄 =  𝜆𝐴 ௗ்
ௗ௫
            (2.1) 
where 𝜆 – thermal conductivity (Wm-1K-1), A – Area (m2), ௗ்
ௗ௫
 – temperature gradient (K m-1) 
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The conductive heat flux (𝑞௖௢௡ௗ), defined as the heat energy H (J), flowing through a given 
surface per unit time t,  
  𝑞௖௢௡ௗ =  
ு
஺௧
= ொ
஺
   (i.e. 𝑄(𝑊) =  ு (௃)
௧ (௦)
 )   (2.2) 
Heat flow through a soil mass occurs in the same process to that of a solid block, except that 
soil has pore spaces filled with either water, air or both. This gives rise to the heat transfer 
mechanism by convection and radiation. In addition to the above transfer processes, Rees et al. 
(2000) mentioned that heat flow due to changes in the water phase is possibly known as latent 
heat of vaporisation. But, these transfer processes are only relevant where the grain and pore 
sizes are large (Farouki, 1981). However, in concrete, heat transfer occurs via conduction only 
(Brandl, 2006). 
2.8.3 Convection 
Heat transfer by convection in soil occurs by the movement of fluid from one point to another 
through the pore space that exist within the soil mass. It is caused by the changes in fluid density 
as a result of change in temperature. The rate at which the fluid moves within the pores is 
largely governed by the soil granularity. Farouki (1981) reported that heat transfer by 
convection is negligible in soils with grain sizes smaller than sand. However, in larger grain 
soils, fluids are allowed to easily flow through the pore space because of their large hydraulic 
conductivity (Nicholson et al., 2008). 
The fluid in partially saturated soil media exists in two phases: liquid water and vapour water. 
For example, upon applying heat to a partially saturated soil, heat transfer by conduction 
through the static solid soil skeleton occurs. However, when the fluid in the pores is heated, its 
density decreases due to an increase in temperature and pressure. The heated fluid molecules 
thereby move to areas of lower temperature to displace the denser fluid molecules. The denser 
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molecules consequently move towards the location of higher temperature. This process 
continues until an equilibrium is reached. 
Thus, the combined effect of heat transfer by convection through both liquid and vapour phases 
should be accounted for in soils. The heat flow through liquid water can be mathematically 
expressed as 
 𝑞௟,௖௢௡௩௘௖ =  𝐶௪𝜌௪𝑈௪(𝑇 − 𝑇௥)          (2.3) 
Whereas, heat flow via vapour phase is mathematically defined as 
 𝑞௩,௖௢௡௩௘௖ =  𝐶௩𝜌௩𝑈௩(𝑇 − 𝑇௥)         (2.4) 
where Cw and Cv are the specific heat capacities of soil water and water vapour, ρw & ρv are the 
water and vapour densities; T is the applied temperature, 𝑇௥ is the reference temperature. Uw & 
Uv are the velocity vector of water and vapour respectively. 
2.8.4 Radiation 
Heat radiation is the heat propagation through electromagnetic waves. In soils, heat transfer via 
radiation is very negligible (Brandl, 2006). Its effect in sandy soils, under normal atmospheric 
temperature, contribute to less than 1% of the total heat flow mechanism (Farouki, 1981). 
However, in coarse aggregates with larger particle size, radiation effect becomes significant. 
Wakao and Kato (1969) showed that, at normal temperature, radiation contribute to 10% of the 
total heat transfer in coarse aggregates of 20 mm size.  
 
 Thermal performance of geothermal energy pile 
The thermal performance of GEP can be assessed by relating the amount of useful energy 
obtained to the input power used in running the heat pump system. Various studies literature 
reported on the thermal performance of GEP are tabulated in Table 2-1. The major observations 
are: materials used to produce concrete GEP such as cement, aggregates and sand influence the 
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rate at which heat is exchanged between the soil and pile. The U-shaped loop was found to be 
the option in terms of cost efficiency and ease of installation. Furthermore, double loop type 
has the highest heat exchange rate however its efficiency decreases due to a closer spacing 
between inlet and outlet pipes.  
  
Table 2-1: Studies on the thermal performance of geothermal energy pile 
i. Pile diameter, thermal and hydrological properties have a 
significant impact on the amount of heat that can be 
obtained.  
ii. Similarly, concrete composition, such as cement fineness 
and additives, influence the heat exchange rate of energy 
piles.  
(Brandl, 2006) 
i. Heat propagation in soils occurs in a radial direction.  
ii. The soil needed about twice the heating test time to recover 
to its initial temperature.  
(Singh et al., 
2015) 
i. They concluded that the heat rejection rate for the U-
shaped, double U-shaped and indirect double-pipe types 
were 53.81, 54.76 and 68.71 W/m respectively.  
ii. The U-shaped energy loop (polyvinyl chloride pipe, 34 and 
28.8 mm outer and inner diameter) was found to be the best 
option in terms of economic efficiency and workability.  
(Hamada et al., 
2007) 
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i. The double and triple U–shaped pipe configurations 
possess double and triple flow rate and produced 28% and 
56% more energy output than the W–shaped configuration.  
ii. The W–shaped configuration with reference flow rate of 
0.342 m3/h results in 43% higher energy output compared 
to the same configuration at a flow rate of 0.171 m3/h. 
iii. W-Shaped pipe configuration was found to be the most 
thermally efficient if costs are not considered.  
(Gao et al., 
2008) 
i. The heat exchanged by the 3U-shaped in intermittent mode 
decreased by 51.7% compared to continuous operation.  
ii. Similarly, the W-shaped in intermittent mode decreased by 
46.4% compared to continuous mode. In intermittent 
operation, the 3U-shaped produced a heat exchange rate 
that is 15% higher compared to the W-shaped 
configuration. However, their performance for continuous 
operation was found to be similar.  
(Park et al., 
2013) 
i. The double–tube type has the highest heat exchange rate 
followed by multi–tube and lastly the U–tube, being the 
least.  
ii. The efficiency of the double–tube decrease due to a closer 
spacing between inlet and outlet pipes.  
iii. The double–tube configuration has a larger contact surface 
area of 8.73 m2, hence resulted in higher heat transfer rate, 
compared to 4.15 m2 and 6.28 m2 for the U-tube and multi-
tube types, respectively.  
(Wang et al., 
2014 and Faizal 
et al., 2016) 
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iv. The double-tube and multi-tube showed an increase in heat 
transfer rate with increasing flow rate.  
i. Pile thermal performance could increase by up to 40% in 
sand dependent on the degree of saturation.  
ii. The varying water table in sand decreases thermal exchange 
efficiency by up to 43%, when at the pile toe. However, no 
much significant difference was observed in sandy-clays.  
(Akrouch, 2014 
and Akrouch, et 
al., 2014) 
 
 
 Limitations of geothermal energy pile 
Limitations of geothermal energy piles are the constraints facing their acceptability. GEP is a 
new technique of extracting heat from the ground for space heating and cooling. GEPs are 
characterized by low energy generation, inability to store energy for later use. For instance, 
GEPs do not have a constant source of heat regeneration, unlike the borehole ground source 
heat pump. This is because it is an underground structural element and so do not have direct 
access to the solar energy like the borehole heat exchanger. Also, the number of the embedded 
loop within the energy pile is another factor that limits the amount of energy that could be 
produced. More the number of the loop embedded within the energy pile higher the amount of 
energy that could be generated (Brandl, 2006). For instance, though the whole length of a CFA 
energy is utilized by the energy loop (Figure 2-4), one could expect to generate enough energy 
as it harnesses the whole thermal mass of the concrete but the case is not. To utilise the whole 
length of the pile, it is only a single loop that can be embedded and this limit the quantity of 
the energy generated. 
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Figure 2-4. Single energy loop pile 
 
Similarly, the cast in situ bored energy pile characterised with many loops also gives less 
energy though slightly higher than the energy generated from the single loop CFA pile. This is 
attributed to the fact that energy loops are terminated at the middle of the pile (Figure 2-5) to 
avoid concrete congestion during piling and GEP installation problem. 
 
Figure 2-5. Multiple energy loops pile 
 
 GEP as TES    
One of the major material constituent of GEP is concrete. For pile construction concrete is most 
commonly used because of its low cost, availability throughout the world, and easy processing. 
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It is also chosen because it is an ideal medium as a heat absorber in the ground owing to its 
good thermal conductivity and thermal storage capacity (Brandl, 2006). This makes it a 
promising material for latent heat storage. Concrete has the following characteristics as a 
storage medium:  
i. high specific heat; 
ii. good mechanical properties (e.g., compressive strength); and 
iii. high mechanical resistance to cyclic thermal loading. 
Similarly, any latent heat thermal energy storage (TES) system must possess at least the 
following three components (Hawes, 1991): 
i. a heat storage substance that undergoes a phase transition within the desired 
operating temperature range and wherein the bulk of the heat added is stored as 
latent heat. 
ii. a containment for the storage substance. 
iii. a heat-exchange surface for transferring heat from the heat source to the storage 
substance and from the latter to the heat sink, for example, from a solar collector to 
the latent TES substance to the heat exchanging loop. 
 
Of all the three components stated, it is only (i) that the GEP does not possess. Such thermal 
heat storage substance is known as phase change material (PCM). PCM store and release 
heat/cold energy during phase change from solid to liquid or liquid to solid. PCMs are 
characterised by high latent, little or no supercooling (the low temperature persistence of the 
PCM below its melting temperature) during the solidification phase depending on the type of 
the PCM (Cabeza et al., 2007, 2011; Cabeza and Oró, 2016).   
 
Incorporating the PCM in the energy pile would enhance the thermal performance of GEPs. 
With the addition of PCM in the GEPs, energy can be stored for later use by capturing the 
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constant ground temperature and store it after the PCM temperature reach phase change. The 
heat stored in the embedded PCM inside the geothermal energy pile would increase the amount 
of the thermal energy that would be generated.  This new role would make geothermal energy 
pile a tri-purpose structure (Figure 2-6) where it will not only be used to support the 
superstructure loads or extracting heat from the ground alone but would also serve as host 
structure where latent heat would be stored. 
 
 
     Figure 2-6. PCM modified energy pile for thermal latent thermal energy storage 
    
 Latent heat or Phase Change Storage 
The positive effects of thermal heat storage within a material can be obtained by resorting to 
advanced building products using emerging smart materials such as PCMs, being able to 
accumulate and release the external heat through the phenomenon of phase transition while 
maintaining a constant internal temperature. PCMs are also known as latent heat storage (LHS) 
due to their property of releasing or absorbing energy with a change in physical state. PCMs 
are used to store a large amount of thermal energy due to their suitable phase change 
temperature and large melting enthalpy. Aside from storing energy, they also help to regulate 
the temperature of the material in which they are incorporated.  
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It is possible for PCMs to accumulate thermal energy between 105-235 kJ/kg in the form of 
latent heat. However, the sensible heat capacity of building materials varies from a maximum 
of 1.5-2 kJ/kg (compact plastics and wood) to a minimum of 0.8-0.3 kJ/kg (metals and bricks). 
The amount of heat stored in a PCM is mathematically calculated from the equation below: 
H = m.L       (2.5) 
 
The governing equation for the heat storage capacity of a PCM is further expressed as: 
H = m [(Cps.ΔT) + (L) + (Cpl.ΔT)]  (2.6) 
where H is the amount of heat stored in the material (J), L is the phase change enthalpy (J/kg), 
and m is the mass of storage material (kg), Cps is the average specific heat of the solid phase, 
in kJ/(kg.K); Cpl  is the average specific heat of the liquid phase, in J/(kg.K); ΔT is the 
temperature phase change of PCM, in (K)  
 
Figure 2-7. PCM heat storage transition diagram 
  
Figure 2-7 illustrates the phase change material transition diagram. At Ta, the temperature is 
below the PCM melting point. As the temperature increases, the PCM in solid form melt 
gradually and store sensible heat. Storing of latent heat begin immediately after the PCM 
temperature reaches Tf and the energy stored between Ef and Eg is known as latent heat of 
fusion. Furthermore, the difference between Ef and Eg is the maximum thermal energy that 
PCM can store during its phase transition from solid to liquid state.  The reverse of the first 
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part of the phase diagram occurs when the ambient temperature around the liquid material falls 
after which the PCM then freezes thereby releasing its stored latent heat as a result of 
temperature decline.   
 
The storing and releasing mechanism of PCM is controlled by melting and freezing, 
respectively. Initially, solid –liquid PCMs behave like sensible heat storage materials. When 
the temperature rises and reaches Tf (melting temperature), it changes phase from solid to solid-
liquid and in the process store latent heat. The PCM continues to absorb heat without a 
significant rise in temperature until all the material is transformed to the liquid phase. If the 
ambient temperature continues to rise after PCM reaches the liquid phase, it behaves like 
sensible heat storage material and again stores heat as sensible.  
 
 Classification of PCM 
PCMs that are characterised by high enthalpy changes in the range of 170 kJ/kg (solid-liquid) 
are the most widely applied and researched (Kalnæs and Jelle, 2015). They are also 
characterized by the lower exchange of stored latent heat. While solid-gas and liquid-gas phase 
transitions often have large transition enthalpy changes (> 300 kJ/kg) with the higher exchange 
of latent heat, they also involve a very large change in volume, making them impractical to use 
in concrete in most cases as it is difficult to prevent leakage. PCM can be classified by 
temperature range and material composition. Many researchers defined PCM classification 
based on composition into two categories namely organic and inorganic PCMs. However in 
this study they are classified into three categories namely organic, inorganic and eutectic (i.e. 
mixture of organic/or inorganic) as shown in Figure 2-8.  
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Figure 2-8.Classification of PCM based on the composition 
 
2.13.1 Organic PCMs (OPCM) 
They can be categorized into paraffin and non-paraffin. Parrafin is fossil fuel based PCM and 
it is not environmental friendly. Recently, there is an increased interest by many researchers in 
many parts of the world to utilise fatty acids for storing thermal energy for later use. They are 
obtainable from renewable or reused raw materials like animal fat. This type of organic PCM 
is called bio-based PCMs. They include fat acids from beef tallow, palm oil, soybean, coconut 
oil, and lard. They melt congruently with high enthalpy and with little or no volume change 
during their phase transition.  
 
OPCMs are more costly than inorganic PCMs and are readily available in the market. They are 
characterised by higher heat of fusion. Most of the OPCMs caused reactions with the concrete 
if they come in contact with concretes (Kalnæs and Jelle, 2015). They may also be combustible, 
but this undesirable effect can be solved by using appropriate containers to encapsulate them. 
They melt congruently without segregation and have self- 
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Table 2-2. Advantages and disadvantages of organic PCMs 
            Advantages              Disadvantages 
 Possess freezing ability without much 
undercooling. 
 Volumetric latent heat storage 
capacity can be low. 
 Organic phase change material melts 
congruently. 
 Flammable. This can be partially 
alleviated by specialist 
containment. 
 Self-nucleating properties of OPCMs make 
it more suitable in application than IPCMs. 
 Low thermal conductivity in their 
solid state. High heat transfer 
rates are required during the 
freezing cycle. 
 Compatibility with conventional material 
of construction. 
 To obtain reliable phase change 
points, most manufacturers use 
technical grade paraffin which is 
essentially paraffin mixture(s) 
and are completely refined of oil, 
resulting in high costs. 
 There is no segregation of component 
within the system. 
 They are chemically stable, safe and non-
reactive. 
 
 Their heat of fusion is high. 
 
 Recyclable and more environmentally 
friendly. 
 
 Carbohydrate and lipid based PCMs can be 
produced from renewable sources. 
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nucleating properties that are compatible with traditional construction materials without posing 
any significant problems of supercooling (Ling and Poon, 2013). Some of the advantages of 
organic PCMs as shown in Table 2-2 are; simple to use, chemically stable, limited change of 
volume during phase transformation, non-corrosive, free from supercooling phenomena and 
nucleating agents, recyclable, non-toxic and ecologically harmless (Kalnæs and Jelle, 2015).  
 
2.13.2 Inorganic PCMs (IPCM) 
The IPCMs has not been widely researched as latent heat storage materials to the same extent 
as the other type of PCM. These are classified as salt hydrate and metallic. The salt hydrates 
contain one or more water molecules. They are among the cheapest PCMs, e.g. the average 
cost ranging from £0.10 to £0.36 per kg for calcium chloride hydrate CaCl2.6H2O (Sharma et 
al., 2009 and Kant et al., 2017). 
 
Salt hydrates show good latent heat values and high thermal conductivity (almost twice the 
paraffin based) due to their higher density. They are not flammable and are biodegradable and 
recyclable (Table 2-3). However, hydrated salts need careful preparation and additives for long 
terms stability because of some of their undesirable characteristics, such as high-volume 
change and supercooling during phase (solid-liquid) transition, the main reasons not to be 
incorporated in concrete (Cabeza et al., 2007; Sharma et al., 2009; Kalnæs and Jelle, 2015 and 
Kant et al., 2017). When the PCM is supercool, it cause the PCM not to change phase from 
solid to liguid congruently and this results in some part of the PCM being in liquid state and 
another in solid state at the same time for a long period of time. This effect may be attributed 
to the fact that the released water of crystallisation is not sufficient to dissolve all the solid 
phase present.  
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Based on melting behaviour three types of melted salts can be identified: congruent, 
incongruent and semi-congruent. The PCM is said to undergo congruent melting when the 
anhydrous salt is completely soluble in its water of hydration at the melting temperature while 
PCM incongruent melting occurs when water released in the crystallisation process is 
insufficient to dissolve all the solid-state material present (Zalba et al., 2003). Because of their 
higher density, more salts settle in the lower part of the accumulation, making the phase 
transition increasingly irreversible over time.  
 
Table 2-3. Advantages and disadvantages of inorganic PCMs 
            Advantages             Disadvantages 
 Inorganic phase change materials have high 
volumetric latent heat storage capacity. 
 The change of volume in most of 
the inorganic is very high. 
 IPCMs are readily available and at low cost 
 Supercooling is major problem in 
solid–liquid transition. 
 IPCMs possess moderate to high melting 
temperature. 
 Nucleating agents are needed, and 
they often become inoperative 
after repeated cycling. 
 Thermal conductivity of inorganic phase 
change materials is high. 
 
 Volumetric heats of fusion of inorganic 
PCM is high typically (50-300) J/g. 
 They are high in density and are non-
flammable. 
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2.13.3 Eutectic PCMs 
Eutectic PCMs are hybrid PCMs consisting of the mixtures of organic and inorganic PCM at 
different proportion with their overall melting point lower than that of the individual 
substances.  They are characterized by high volumetric storage density slightly above organic 
PCMs with sharp melting point like pure substance. Table 2-4 shows the advantages and 
disadvantages of eutectic PCMs. They have sharp melting point like pure substance. However,  
only limited data is available on thermo-physical properties of eutectic PCMs as the use of 
these materials is relatively new to thermal storage application. 
Table 2-4. Advantages and disadvantages of eutectic PCMs 
            Advantages             Disadvantages 
Eutectics have sharp melting point like pure 
substance. 
Only limited data is available on thermo-
physical properties. 
 
They have high volumetric density slightly 
above organic PCMs. 
 
Their use is relatively new to thermal storage 
application. 
They can be used to avoid phase change 
degradation, involving dissolving the 
anhydrous salt during melting to result in a 
thickening of the liquid material so that it 
melts to a gel form. 
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 Methods of PCMs Incorporation 
Discussed in this section are the main methods of PCMs incorporation with in their host 
materials.  
 
2.14.1 Direct mixing  
It is a process of mixing liquid or powder PCM directly with construction material blends such 
as plaster, concrete or gypsum in the production phase. It is the simplest and the most 
economical technique of PCM incorporation. It requires no additional equipment (Farid et al., 
2004; Khudhair and Farid, 2004). PCM leakage and the occurrence of undesirable chemical 
interaction between the containment materials are the major issues associated with this method.  
Another technical issue is the reduction in the compressive strength of its host material after it 
has been incorporated (Norvell, Sailor and Dusicka, 2013; Beyhan et al., 2017; Cellat, Beyhan 
et al., 2017 and Tezcan et al., 2017).  
 
2.14.2 Immersion 
Immersion method was first introduced by Hawes, (1991) and the technique involves soaking 
porous construction material such as concrete block, bricks, and gypsum board in the melted 
PCM which is absorbed by the capillary action. The effectiveness and the time required 
(immersion time) for the liquid PCM to be fully soaked into the porous material are mainly 
based on three criteria: (1) the absorption characteristics such as porosity, pore diameter, poor 
distribution and pore conductivity, (2) temperature and (3) types of PCM being employed.  
Hawes, (1991) reported that in addition to being suitable for an in-line production process, the 
immersion process also has added advantage of being suitable for use with ordinary blocks 
from stock to meet market demand. However, he admitted that it takes several hours before a 
reasonable amount of PCM is incorporated in a block. Due to its low applicability in the 
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industry, it has not been extensively researched (Feldman et al., 1991; Hawes, 1991; Ling and 
Poon, 2013). 
 
2.14.3 Vacuum impregnation (Macro-encapsulation) 
This is a variation of the direct mixing method. Here, the PCM is impregnated into porous 
materials such as lightweight aggregate (LWAs) under vacuum. The porous materials are 
soaked in the liquid PCM within a controlled environment. The pre-soaked PCM aggregate 
functions as a carrier for PCM. This technique uses pressure at different levels  to impregnate 
the PCM into the porous materials. In a situation where a PCM of high viscousity is to be 
impregnated, the PCM is preheated to lower its viscosity before the impregnation process. The 
process of PCM impregnation is a simple and straight forward method and is suitable for both 
laboratory and field scale experimentation. It is cost effective than microencapsulation. The 
main issue associated with this method is its inability to prevent PCM leakage. However, this 
drawback can be mitigated by applying adequate coating to the PCM impregnated aggregate. 
 
It is important to note that the absorption characteristics such as porosity, pore diameter 
distribution, pore conductivity and chemical compatibility of the LWA are some of the 
important criteria to be considered when selecting porous materials if impregnation method is 
to be used. 
 
Ismail and AL-Hashmi (2009); Memon et al. (2013) and Lecompte et al. (2015) investigated 
the PCM absorption capacity of the LWAs under simple immersion and vacuum impregnation. 
They found that LWAs absorbed more PCM when vacuum impregnation was used compared 
with that of simple immersion. However, after subjecting the impregnated LWAs to thermal 
cycles, a reduction in the LWAs net mass was reported. This was ascribed to the fact that PCM 
leaked out of the LWAs.   
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Thermal performance of expanded clay aggregate containing lauryl alcohol PCM was 
investigated by Memon et al. (2013). From the result of their study, the maximum PCM 
absorbed by expanded clay aggregate was reported to be 24%. Similarly, from the thermal 
stability and reliability test, it was found that the developed vacuum impregnated LWAs 
remained stable after subjecting it to hundreds of thermal cycle.  
The thermal performance concrete incorporated with vacuum impregnated PCMs was 
investigated by Cabeza et al. (2007, 2011); Pons et al. (2014); Navarro et al. (2016). Liquid 
paraffin wax was impregnated into the LWAs through vacuum impregnation method of PCM 
incorporation. They all reported that a considerable amount of PCM was absorbed by the 
LWAs after the test. After leaving the impregnated LWAs for few minutes inside the oven 
during the thermal performance test, PCM was observed to leak out of the LWAs.  
Cui et al. (2015)  carried out a study on the thermal performance of vacuum impregnated LWA 
concrete. Lauryl alcohol was impregnated into the expanded clay LWAs. They observed that 
PCM leaked out of LWAs after it was subjected to thermal cycles with each cycle having a 
duration of 230 minutes. To prevent PCM leakage, they coated PCM impregnated LWAs with 
epoxy and modified cement paste. They subjected the coated LWAs to 150 thermal cycles and 
observed that the mass loss of PCM coated with epoxy and cement paste was less than 5%.  
The development and optimisation of PCM impregnated LWAs for geopolymer composites 
made from aluminosilicate rich mud and glass powder was investigated by Kastiukas et al. 
(2016). They also investigated the vacuum impregnation of expanded clay LWAs with paraffin 
and reported that PCM leaked out of the expanded clay LWAs. To prevent PCM leakage, they 
used polyester resin to coat the surface of the impregnated LWAs and reported a reduction in 
PCM leakage by over 60 percent. However, during the hardening period of polyester resin they 
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observed that the coated impregnated LWAs tend to stick together and separating them 
damaged the coated impregnated LWAs and caused PCM leakage. A similar issue of PCM 
leakage and sticking together of coated impregnated LWAs was reported elsewhere by 
Kheradmand et al. (2015). 
2.14.4 Microencapsulation 
Microencapsulation is an advanced technique that provides opportunities for PCM to be placed  
in micro capsules that also allow greater heat transfer. Reduced leakage and reactivity with the 
outside environment and controlled volume changes during the phase transition (Farid et al., 
2004; De Gracia et al., 2010; Cabeza et al., 2015) are the main advantages of this method. It is 
the most widely researched method of PCM incorporation. PCM encapsulated microcapsules 
have been described as particles that contain core material surrounded by a coating or with a 
continuous film of polymeric material with high molecular weight (shell) and have diameters 
in the range of 1 – 500 µm  (Pielichowska and Pielichowski, 2014). The shape may be spherical, 
with a continuous wall surrounding the core, or have more asymmetrical and variable shapes, 
with smaller droplets of core material embedded throughout the microcapsule. Solid, liquid, 
and gas states of material can be microencapsulated, allowing liquid and gaseous materials to 
be easily handled as a solid material.  
 
Microencapsulation makes it possible to incorporate PCM into building materials (Navarro et 
al., 2012; Cabeza et al., 2015 and Gasia et al., 2017) and structures. The problem of PCM 
reacting with concrete materials during the concrete mixing is eliminated because before the 
PCM could be incorporated with concrete materials, it would have been capsulated with film 
of polymeric material. Microencapsulation has the advantages of easy of application, good heat 
transfer, no leakage and no need for protection against destruction. It also improves the material 
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compatibility, reduces the external volume change effect. However, they are quite expensive 
which limits their practical use in the construction industry.  
  
 
Figure 2-9. Typical Microencapsulated PCM (a) powder (b) slurry inside bottle 
 
Figure 2-9 presents the two forms of microencapsulated PCM viz powder and slurry micro-
encapsulated PCM. From our observation, the colour of the microencapsulated PCM depends 
on the colour of the polymeric shell used in encapsulating the PCM. 
 Factors affecting PCMs suitability for thermal energy storage 
For the application of PCMs to be effective as latent heat storage materials the following 
criteria need to be considered. 
 
2.15.1 Phase transition latent heat 
Latent heat of the PCM is a major factor that needs to be considered when considering the type 
of PCM to be used. To achieve high energy storage density, it is necessary to have latent heat 
as high as possible to maximize the stored energy during the phase transition. When a solid is 
heated, very little of the applied energy is used to expand the material (Hawes, 1991). Instead, 
most of the heat goes into increasing the vibrational energy of the atoms and molecules, while 
the temperature and the sensible heat increase. If space is of concern, the volumetric transition 
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enthalpy change is of more relevance than the gravimetric value and dense materials would be 
favoured in this case (Hawes, 1991; Cárdenas and León, 2013).  It should be noted that, 
although a change of state theoretically occurs at a constant temperature, in fact, a small 
temperature difference (4-6°C) is required around the melting and freezing points to produce 
the exchange of heat needed to effect the change of state. The PCM selected should have the 
highest possible latent heat per sterling pound (£) invested, since the greater the latent heat, the 
less the amount of PCM required to meet the thermal storage capacity and heat transfer rate 
required. A reasonable range for the latent heat of fusion to be cost effective for every sterling 
pound (£) spent should be between 130-200kJ/kg.   
 
2.15.2 Transition temperature 
Transition and phase operating temperature is another important variable that needs to be 
considered during PCM selection. If the transition temperature is not within the temperature 
range of the application, no phase change or transition will occur, and the material will only 
store sensible heat. The phase transition temperature range must be appropriate and the melting 
process should be complete at its upper limit (Hawes, 1991). In the case of a region where 
passive heating and cooling is required like the United Kingdom, temperatures in the region of 
20°C would be appropriate so that heat would be released and absorbed in the 16-25°C range, 
noting that a small temperature difference is required for heat transfer.  
 
2.15.3 Supercooling 
This refers to the persistence of the high-temperature phase below the PCM transition 
temperature (Cabeza et al., 2014; Cabeza and Oró, 2016).  Below the transition temperature, 
the high-temperature phase is metastable but would supercool by 50 K or even more before 
finally undergoing a transition to the stable phase. If the system supercools below the minimum 
operating temperature of the application, the stored latent heat will not be regained, and after 
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the first heating, the PCM would act only as a sensible heat storage material (Cabeza and Oró, 
2016). Also, in some applications, supercooling can be desirable as it provides a means for 
long terms storage of energy at ambient temperature. In that case, nucleation of the solid phase 
can be artificially initiated when required. 
 
2.15.4 Thermal conductivity 
The thermal performance of a storage system is dependent on the heat transfer properties of a 
PCM and its container, as well as those of any other elements required for the heat storage. 
These properties are governed principally by the effects of conductivity and diffusivity. 
Thermal conductivity quantifies the conduction of heat in the material. If thermal conductivity 
is too low, it will be difficult to charge the PCM or extract energy from it, in a reasonable 
amount of time. This can be enhanced by putting metal particles (Hawes, 1991). 
 
2.15.5 Cyclability 
Separation of PCMs into distinct phases is the most disturbing drawback of PCMs. This affects 
the cyclability of PCMs (Noël et al., 2015). Alteration of the melting point of the material can 
cause the separation of one component from the others. The separation of phases can be 
enhanced over many cycles and lead to a gradual but significant decrease in performance 
(Khudhair and Farid, 2004; Kuznik et al., 2014; Al Shannaq and Farid, 2015). 
 
2.15.6 Stability 
A PCM to be used should not degrade over time and should not react with the ambient air or 
moisture, and should not degrade its containment vessel. PCM and its container must be stable 
over thousands of thermal cycles. Over its lifetime, a PCM should not exhibit a significant 
decrease in latent heat or change in operating or transition temperature (Hawes, 1991). 
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Furthermore, repeated melting and crystallisation should not degrade or alter the material. It 
should be stable to be considered for a long-term application (Noël et al., 2015). 
 
2.15.7 Availability and Cost 
PCMs should be readily available in abundant so as not to result in a shortage which will cause 
manufacturing difficulties and an escalation in price (Hawes, 1991). A material with excellent 
thermal properties and stability might be unsuitable as a phase change if its cost is excessive. 
In most circumstances, a desirable PCM should be safe to use on a domestic scale (Noël et al., 
2015). A market survey conducted during the current study showed that the cost of micro-
encapsulated PCM ranges from 300-700 £/tonnes depending on the state of the PCM (i.e. either 
slurry or powder). This may not be sustainable because the cost of concrete per kg is much less 
compared to the equivalent kg of PCM.  
 
2.15.8 Compatibility with its storage container  
PCM needs to be compatible with its container. It should not corrode, degrade, or dissolve or 
soften the material hosting it. For melting phase change, a containment vessel must be able to 
hold the liquid phase without leaking, and in all cases, it needs to accommodate any volume 
change associated with phase transition and thermal expansion of the PCM over the application 
or operating temperature range (Noël et al., 2015). 
 
2.15.9 Sustainability 
A good PCM must be sustainable. In many circumstances, the environmental cost of a PCM 
should always be considered. For instance, if the payback time for the embodied energy of the 
material is high, its cost might not be recovered over the lifetime of its use. However, it is 
difficult or impossible to find a material that is ideal for all criteria. Material selection must be 
carried out such that the needs of the specific application are met in an optimum way (Feldman 
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et al., 1991; Hawes, 1991; Athienitis et al., 1997). In this regard, the use of green PCMs plant 
based (bio-based) such as palm oil, palm olein, coconut oil is very attractive. This may be 
attributed to the fact that they have little or no effect on the environment when compared with 
paraffin wax (a by-product of fossil fuel). 
 
 Heat transfer mechanism PCM  
One of the major issues for PCMs and their storage systems is the heat transfer. This challenge 
occurs not only in charging (PCM melting) mode alone but in discharging (PCM solidifying) 
mode also. When energy is added to a fully solid PCM, either through the flow of a heat transfer 
fluid (HTF) on the outside wall of the PCM encapsulation or from heat generated internally 
(e.g., Joule heating from an electrical element), heat is carried to the PCM first by conduction, 
resulting in the phase transition (melting) of the first layers of PCM (Noël et al., 2015). They 
further stated that most of the energy added is stored as latent heat in the PCM with the 
remaining energy increasing the temperature of the PCM.  
 
Once enough PCM has melted, the main heat transfer mode changes from conduction to natural 
convection resulting in higher temperature liquid PCM moving upward in the system, melting 
the upper portion of the PCM faster. One can summarize that natural convection dominates the 
melting process until the entire PCM is melted, providing higher heat transfer rates than for 
conduction alone. Higher temperature differences between the heat source and the PCM result 
in faster energy storage and melting (Noël et al., 2015). To a lesser extent the increased flow 
rate of the HTF, which increases the strength of forced convection on the outside surface of the 
PCM, also results in faster storage rates (Murray and Groulx, 2014). When the PCM is fully 
liquid and energy is removed from the system through a cold-temperature source (e.g., 
circulation of a cold HTF), the first layers of PCM contacting the outside source cool and start 
solidifying on the surface. It is worthy to note that, the solidification temperature might be 
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different from the melting temperature due to supercooling. The solidification process is 
completely controlled by conduction and is therefore typically slower than melting for the same 
system geometry (Murray and Groulx, 2014).  
 
 Applications of PCM in Civil Engineering   
Table 2-5 summarized the state of the art research on the usage of PCM in civil engineering. 
PCM has been used with various civil engineering materials such as concrete, plaster board 
etc. It is clearly seen that no study has been conducted on the use of PCM with GEP. 
 
Table 2-5. Prior research with respect to PCM’s and their incorporation in civil engineering 
Civil 
Materials 
PCM / 
Percentage of 
PCM used 
 
Method of 
incorporation 
Results and conclusion References 
PCM 
Concrete 
Paraffin / 
0.5%, 0.75%, 
1%, 1.25% 
weight of 
cement used in 
the mix 
Direct mixing  The 1% weight of the 
paraffin stored maximum 
latent heat and reduces 
the temperature on the 
lateral sides up to 1 to 
3°C. 
 The compressive strength 
of the PCM incorporated 
concrete increases. 
 Addition of paraffin to 
the concrete proves to be 
effective latent heat 
storage material in 
production effective 
thermal storage in 
concrete 
(Gunasingh 
and 
Hemalatha, 
2017) 
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PCM 
Concrete 
and mortar 
Paraffin / 29% 
in volume of 
the PCM,  
Micronal DS 
5001 X 
Micro-
encapsulation 
 PCM microcapsules 
behave as voids on 
mechanical point of view. 
 The microcapsules 
similarly have no 
significant effect on 
tensile behaviour: mixes 
with PCM show a tensile 
strength/compressive 
strength ratio of the same 
order as normal cement-
based materials. 
 PCM does not evaporate 
to any great extent and 
remains in the mixture 
during processing. 
 The thermal conductivity 
was not affected by the 
PCM addition. 
 The heat storage capacity 
of the PCM concrete was 
significantly improved. 
 Reduction in the 
compressive strength of 
the concrete incorporated 
with PCM. Addition of 
5% PCM with concrete 
material resulted in 
maximal strength loss of 
32%. 
 
(Eddhahak-
Ouni et al., 
2014) 
PCM 
wallboards 
NR NR  Segments appeared 
within the inner surface 
temperature lines of PCM 
(Scalat et 
al., 1996; 
Litschert, 
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wallboard which was 
distinct from the ordinary 
building materials. 
 The wave amplitude 
greatly decreased due to 
the latent thermal storage. 
 The PCM wallboard is 
thermally reliable 
2005; 
Lecompte et 
al., 2015; 
Devaux and 
Farid, 2017) 
PCM  
concrete  
Paraffin Vacuum 
impregnation 
 The recycled concrete 
mixed with paraffin was 
thermally and chemically 
stable after 74 cycles of 
charging and discharging. 
 The most significant 
factor influencing the 
density and compressive 
strength as was reported 
is the water/cement ratio.  
 The latent heat of melting 
and freezing reduces 
marginally. 
(Zhang et 
al., 2010; 
Ali Memon 
et al., 2013 
and Memon 
et al., 2013) 
PCM brick NR NR  Incorporation of the PCM 
in the brick improved its 
thermal performance. 
 The use of PCM in the 
brick walls is beneficial 
for the thermal insulation, 
temperature hysteresis 
and thermal comfort for 
occupancy. 
 The fluctuation of indoor 
wall surface temperature 
is significantly smoothed 
(Adine and 
El Qarnia, 
2009 and 
Sun et al., 
2010) 
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due to the incorporated 
PCM. 
PCM glass n-Octadecane Vacuum 
impregnation 
 The maximum mass 
percentage of n-
octadecane retained by 
GP was found to be 8. 
 FT-IR results showed that 
the interaction between 
the components of 
composite PCM is 
physical in nature. 
 Composite PCM is 
thermally stable and 
reliable. 
 Thermal performance test 
showed that the cement 
paste panel with 
composite PCM reduced 
the indoor temperature by 
3°C. 
 The usage of waste glass 
provides a sustainable 
solution to reuse it. Thus, 
landfills can be saved for 
useful applications. 
(Memon et 
al., 2013) 
PCM 
expanded 
clay 
Paraffin Vacuum 
impregnation 
 Thermal response 
increases with the PCM 
to a certain limit and then 
decrease. 
 Partial replacement of 
natural aggregates by 
lightweight aggregates of 
expanded clay reduces 
(Memon  et 
al., 2013; 
Memon et 
al., 2015) 
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the flexural strength of 
mortars and this reduction 
is higher as the 
percentage replacement 
increased. For the same 
dosage of lightweight 
aggregates, the flexural 
strength is not impaired 
using PCM-filled 
lightweight aggregates. 
*NR means Not Reported 
 
 Conclusions 
This chapter has presented an extensive review of literature on the behaviour of geothermal 
energy pile systems. Numerous factors which can significantly impact on the performance of 
the system have been reviewed and presented. 
The description of the GEP system and its construction technique for both rotary bored energy 
piles and contiguous flight auger energy piles were presented. Similarly, the working principle 
of the GEP system have been reviewed and also presented.   
The chapter reviewed the different factors that could positively or negatively impact on the 
performance of the GEP system. Factors including ground (soil) heat flow mechanisms, the 
mechanisms of heat transfer through the GEP unit, soil thermal properties, groundwater flow, 
ground initial temperature etc. were shown to significantly improve the performance of the 
system when they are carefully considered during the design process. Furthermore, the design 
and installation of the system by describing the available design standards, the design steps and 
possible issues that could be encountered during installation and how to avoid them were 
described elsewhere by (Brandl, 1998; Loveridge and Powrie, 2013b; Faizal, Bouazza and 
Singh, 2016). 
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The findings of field scale, laboratory and numerical investigations on the thermo-mechanical 
behaviour and thermal performance of the geothermal energy pile system were presented. 
The chapter also has presented an extensive review of literature on PCM and its application in 
civil engineering. Numerous factors which can significantly impact on the performance of the 
PCM have been reviewed and presented. 
After the extensive review of literature, it was clear that most researchers reported the usage 
and performance of the PCM in building material such as cement, plaster  boards and block 
etc. Also, from the review of literature, it was clear that most researchers used paraffin wax (a 
by-product of fossil fuel). However, no significant number of studies (field scale, laboratory or 
numerical investigations) were carried out on the use of bio-based PCMs to enchance the 
thermal performance of the GEP in sand with a different degree of saturation. Thus, this study 
aims to investigate the thermal performance enhancement of GEP using bio-based PCM using 
laboratory experimental method. Details of the numerous investigations carried out can be 
found in the later chapters of this thesis.   
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 Chapter 3 
Development of PCM incorporated LWAs 
 
 Introduction 
This chapter describes the design and development of the new thermal energy storage material 
to facilitate the laboratory scale investigation of the thermal enhancement of geothermal energy 
pile. Section 3.2 discusses the various types of material used in this research. Section 3.3 
discusses the methods used for all the tests carried out. Sections 3.4 to 3.8 discusses the results 
of the tests. This includes the characterisation properties of the PCM and the LWAs. 
Performance assessment of coating material including leakage assessment of PCM 
impregnated LWAs and durability assessment of PCM impregnated LWAs, the microstructural 
analysis of the PCM impregnated LWAs using a digital optical microscope were also discussed 
Finally, Section 4.9 presents the conclusions. 
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 Materials 
In this section, various materials investigated such as PCMs, LWAs, and coating materials are 
discussed. 
3.2.1 Phase change materials (PCMs) 
In this study, four different types of PCMs were investigated which includes (1) unrefined palm 
oil (herein referred to as PCM1); (2) unrefined shea butter (herein referred to as PCM2); (3) 
unrefined coconut oil (herein referred to as PCM3) and (4) commercial bio-based PCM (herein 
referred to as PCM4).  
 
PCM1 is an edible vegetable oil derived from the reddish pulp (mesocarp) of the seed of the 
oil palms.  PCM2 is a fatty alcohol which, is soluble in alcohol and ether but not soluble in 
water. It is a glyceride portion in the vegetable fat found in coconut. The PCM3 has an 
acceptable latent heat, a moderate cost and is readily available. It is a fatty organic PCM which 
is soluble in ether and alcohol but is insoluble in water. It is used as a chemical intermediate, 
plasticiser and perfume fixative. PCM4 is a water insoluble organic PCM. It is derived from 
plant-based feedstocks (Crodatherm, 2018). It is ideal for use in thermal energy storage, 
including temperature-sensitive applications that require cool temperatures. It has low 
flammability and expected to be readily biodegradable. PCM4 is characterised by relatively 
low cost, low melting point, high latent heat value (Table 3-1), low flammability and suitability 
for thermal energy storage.  However, it is important to note that all the unrefined PCMs were 
bought in the high-street supermarket while PCM4 was supplied by Crodatherm Ltd. 
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Table 3-1 Basic properties of the PCMs 
 
 
PCM4 (Figure 3-1) melting temperature was found to be 10.24°C while its thermal energy 
storage capacity was found to be 174 kJ/kg. When PCM4 was compared with PCM1, PCM2 
and PCM3 investigated in this study, PCM4 has the least melting temperature; however, with 
high thermal energy storage capacity. The thermal energy storage capacity of PCM4 is 
approximately five, four, and three times the corresponding values for PCM1, PCM2, and 
PCM3, respectively. PCM4 provided the most satisfactory results with respect to low melting 
temperature and high thermal energy storage capacity; therefore, only this PCM was further 
investigated for its retention capacity and the microstructural analysis of its impregnated LWAs 
in this study. 
 
Figure 3-1 Typical commercial (a) Liquid bio-based PCM (b) Bio-based PCM after freezing. 
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PCM4 was the most extensively investigated PCM in this study owing to its good heat storage 
capacity, its low viscosity property coupled with its ability to withstand thousands of thermal 
cycles without disintegrating as shown in Table 3-2. The density of PCM4 in solid and liquid 
state is 896 and 859 kg/m3 respectively.  
Table 3-2 Basic properties of PCM4  (Adapted from  (Crodatherm, 2018)) 
 
 
3.2.2 Lightweight aggregates (LWAs) 
LWA is the type of aggregate that is characterised by low specific gravity (0.1 to 1.2) and low 
density range 100 - 1000 kg/m3. They are also known for their medium to large pore space 
which helps to absorb more liquid than the normal aggregate. In this study, GA and FA were 
used to host PCM owing to their low cost and easy availability. The size of GAs and FAs used 
in this study is 20 mm and 14 mm respectively (Figure 3-2). The various sizes of the LWAs 
were chosen because they fall between the range of normal aggregates commonly used for 
concrete production by the industry.       
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Figure 3-2 Typical (a) 20 mm size GAs and (b) 14 mm size FAs used in this study 
 
 Methods 
In this section, various methods used are discussed. 
3.3.1 Testing of normal and impregnated LWAs 
An understanding of the physical properties of aggregate such as water content, water 
absorption and specific gravity are very important to civil engineers working with concrete 
because these properties affect concrete workability, its ease of compaction, density, strength 
and stiffness.  
3.3.1.1 Specific gravity and particle density test 
Specific gravity is defined as the ratio of the density of a substance to the density of a reference 
substance; equivalently, it is the ratio of the mass of a substance to the mass of a reference 
substance for the same given volume. Particle density is defined as the density of the particles 
that make up the powder, in contrast to the bulk density, which measures the average density 
of a large volume of the powder in a specific medium. Absolute specific gravity and the particle 
density refer to the volume of the solid material excluding all pores, while the apparent specific 
gravity and the apparent particle density refer to the volume of solid material including the 
impermeable pores with the exceptions of the capillary pores. However, it is the apparent 
       
(a)             (b) 
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specific gravity or apparent particle density which is normally required in concrete technology. 
Apparent particle density is therefore defined as the ratio of the mass of oven dried aggregate 
to the mass of water occupying a volume equal to the solid including the impermeable pores. 
The apparent particle density of aggregate was performed to BS EN 1097-6:2000. 
The sample corresponding to 0.5 litres of the LWAs was used. The LWA was placed inside  
pycnometer and weighed. Tap water was added to the sample inside the pycnometer and 
weighed. The sample removed from the pycnometer, spread on a dry towel and gently rolled 
for 15 seconds. The air-dried aggregates were weighed and recorded. The pycnometer was later 
emptied and refilled with water and weighed. Also, the empty pycnometer was weighed and 
recorded. This procedure was repeated twice based on the BS specification, the results were 
recorded and analysed accordingly. 
The apparent specific gravity was then calculated based on equation (3.1): 
Gs = 𝐷/[(𝐷 − (𝐵 − 𝐶)]    (3.1) 
Where Gs is apparent specific gravity, D is the mass of the oven dried sample in kg, B is the 
mass of the vessel with the sample and topped up with water in kg and C is the mass of the 
vessel full of water in kg. 
3.3.1.2 Bulk density test 
For concrete mix proportioning, in addition to the apparent specific gravity, data are usually 
needed on bulk density, which is defined as the weight of the aggregate fragments that would 
fill a unit volume (Mehta and Monteiro, 2006). The terms bulk is used since volume is occupied 
by both aggregates and voids.  
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The bulk density clearly depends on how densely the aggregate is packed, and it follows that, 
for a material of a given specific gravity, the bulk density depends on the size distribution and 
shape of the particles. For aggregate of given specific gravity, a higher bulk density means that 
there are fewer voids to be filled by sand and cement paste. The test was performed as described 
in BS EN 1097-3: 1998. 
3.3.1.3 Absorption test 
The aggregate porosity, permeability and absorption contribute to the bonding between it and 
the cement paste, the resistance of concrete to the freezing and thawing, as well as chemical 
stability, resistance to abrasion and specific gravity. The ratio of the difference in mass of 
saturated aggregates and oven dry aggregates in air to the mass of the dry aggregate sample 
expressed in a percentage is termed absorption. The test was performed as in accordance with 
BS EN 1097-6: 2013 only on LWAs, not traditional aggregates. This involves the use of simple 
immersion and vacuum impregnation.  The simple immersion technique involves putting the 
LWAs inside a water-filled pyknometer and kept for a certain period of time. Alternatively, the 
vacuum impregnation is a mechanical method of impregnating liquid inside the pore space of 
the LWAs. It involves removing the entrapped air within the pore space of the aggregates, filled 
the aggregates with liquid inside a closed vacuum chamber and allow air to enter to permeate 
the liquid into the pore space. 
It is important to note that absorption test was only conducted on LWAs, not traditional 
aggregates. 
3.3.1.4 Absorbed moisture content test 
Since absorption represents the water contained in aggregate in a saturated and surface-dry 
condition, and moisture content is the water in excess of that state, the total water content of a 
moist aggregate is equal to the sum of absorption and moisture content. 
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The moisture content of aggregate was determined in the laboratory by means of a pycnometer 
in accordance with BS EN 1097-5: 2008. The test is slow and requires great care in execution 
because all air must be expelled from the sample but it yields accurate results.  
 
Similarly, the chemical composition and the pore size of GAs and FAs was examined through 
scanning electron macroscopy (SEM). 
3.3.2 PCM characterisation 
The thermal and phase behaviour of the PCMs studied are discussed in this section. 
3.3.2.1 Thermal stability test 
In order to evaluate the possibility of PCM weight change and long terms stability. All the 
PCMs were tested one after the other using the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) Q500 V6.7 
Build 203 equipment (Figure 3-3). The machine operating temperature calibration was 
performed using indium to ensure reliable testing.  
 
Figure 3-3 The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) apparatus 
 
About 10 mg quantity of each PCM was subjected to temperature range 27°C to 100°C at the 
rate of 5°C/minute under a nitrogen flow of 20 ml/minute. The results were automatically 
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determined by the computing unit of the TGA and reported in chapter 4 of this study.  It is 
important to state that the TGA tests were conducted under a high quality nitrogen atmosphere 
condition (i.e. 99.3% nitrogen and 0.7% oxygen content) aimed at preventing the possibility of 
oxidation during the experiment. 
3.3.2.2 Phase change behaviour test 
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) equipment (Figure 3-4) was used to determine the 
basic PCM phase behaviours such as melting point and freezing point temperature, heat 
capacity.  
The procedure is similar to that of  thermogravimetry analysis (TGA) but here 8 mg of liquid 
PCMs was subjected to heating and cooling cycle from 0°C to 50°C at the rate of 5°C/minute 
under a nitrogen flow of 20 ml/minute. The results were automatically determined by the 
computing unit of the DSC.  
 
Figure 3-4 The differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) apparatus 
 
3.3.3 PCM impregnation procedures 
Figure 3-5 shows the vacuum impregnation experimental setup used in this study to impregnate 
PCM into LWAs. The set up consists of a vacuum pump, vacuum chamber/desiccator, vacuum 
meter and vacuum pipe. The vacuum meter was used for monitoring and controlling the 
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vacuum pressure inside the desiccator. Furthermore, the edge of the vacuum chamber was 
sealed with a flexible thin rubber to ensure proper tightening of the vacuum chamber cover 
plate to avoid air entering into the chamber. The vacuum pump pressure of 89 kPa was 
maintained throughout the impregnation process.  
 
About 300 g oven dried sample of LWA was placed inside the vacuum chamber before liquid 
PCM was poured inside the chamber. Then, a plate was put inside the chamber to cover the 
mixture of the LWAs and PCM. LWAs have a tendency to float upto the liquid surface as they 
are quite light in weight and have a specific gravity less than 1. A 2 kg steel weight was put on 
top of the plate to hold the plate firmly to prevent the floating of the LWAs to the surface during 
the impregnation process, which could lead to non-uniform absorption. Then the vacuum pump 
was switched on to begin the process of removing the entrapped air within the pore space of 
LWAs. After 30 minutes (a time when LWAs water absorption capacity reached equilibrium 
as observed), the vacuum pump was turned off, and the air was allowed to enter into the vacuum 
chamber. At the end of the impregnation procedure, impregnated LWAs were taken out of the 
vacuum chamber and immediately put inside a fridge for 24 hours to allow PCM solidification 
to take place.  
 
Figure 3-5 Vacuum pump impregnation set-up 
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3.3.3.1 Coating procedure for PCM impregnated LWAs 
In the previous study of Kastiukas et al. (2016), to prevent the issue of PCM leaking out of  
PCM impregnated LWAs, polyester resin was used to coat the surface of LWAs. It was 
reported that a layer of the polyester resin added to the surface of PCM impregnated LWAs 
reduced PCM leakage to approximately 3%.  Similarly, Kheradmand et al. (2015) coated PCM 
impregnated LWAs with different coating materials namely Sikalastic-490T (a polyurethane, 
transparent waterproof liquid membrane), Weber Dry Lastic (a liquid membrane used for 
waterproofing roofs) and Makote 3 (a waterproofing bituminous emulsion). They observed 
non-homogeneity of the coating thickness around the aggregates, weight drop of the coated 
aggregates, and PCM leakage. In this study, to address the issue of PCM leaking out of LWAs, 
epoxy resin (commercially known as FFD DPM) supplied by Future floors and design Ltd, UK 
was used. It consists of a clear, viscous liquid epoxy resin base and the hardener, as shown in 
Figure 3-6. It is a non-tainting material free of solvent and phenol and comes in 5 litres bucket 
and was applied to the surface of PCM impregnated LWAs as explained below: 
 
Figure 3-6 FFD primer (a) Base (b) hardener 
 
Firstly, FFD DPM resin base and hardener were combined to form a solution in a ratio of 2 to 
1 (the ratio was based on the prescription of the supplier) inside a container.  Then, the PCM 
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impregnated LWAs taken from the fridge were placed inside the epoxy resin solution and were 
allowed to be there for 15 minutes. We manually turn the PCM impregnated LWAs around 
with a perforated spoon to ensure that all the aggregates were uniformly soaked and coated 
with epoxy resin solution. At the end of 15 minutes of immersing the PCM impregnated LWAs 
inside the epoxy resin solution, they were removed and placed inside a clean bucket. A few 
minutes later, we observed that the coated PCM impregnated LWAs tend to stick to one another 
while the epoxy resin coating was undergoing hardening, as shown in Figure 3-7. Separating 
the coated PCM impregnated LWAs at this stage was very difficult, and if it were separated by 
force that resulted in it damaging the coating of the aggregates. 
 
 
Figure 3-7 Sticked epoxy resin solution coated PCM impregnated FAs 
 
  
A similar experience where coated PCM impregnated LWAs sticked together while the coating 
undergoing hardening was reported by Kheradmand et al. (2015) and Kastiukas et al. (2016). 
To solve the problem, Kastiukas et al. (2016) tried sprikling different materials such as granite, 
quartz and glass powders. They sprinkled the powder on the coated PCM impregnated LWAs. 
It was reported that after the aggregates were sprinkled with the materials before the coating 
material fully hardened, it was easy to separate the coated aggregates; however, they still 
observed about 3% PCM leakage. They also admitted that out of granite, quartz, and glass 
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powder used for ease of separation of coated PCM impregnated LWAs, the granite powder 
provided the best result in terms of uniform coating and ease of coated aggregates separation. 
In the study of Kheradmand et al. (2015), to the best of authors’ knowledge, no method of 
solving the issue of sticking together of coated PCM impregnated LWAs was reported. In this 
study, we tried two different materials, namely graphite powder, and Redhill sand (Figure 3-8) 
for ease of separation of coated impregnated LWAs during epoxy resin solution hardening 
state.  
The graphite powder was supplied by Inoxia Ltd, UK. It is a grey-black with a particle size 
(95% < 53 µm ). The Redhill sand was supplied by Cheshire aggregates Ltd, UK. It is very fine 
(0.125 – 0.5 mm), creamy and dry sand.  
 
Figure 3-8 (a) Graphite powder graphite (b) Redhill sand 
 
 
So, to solve the challenge of the coated PCM impregnated LWAs sticking together,  
immediately after the coated PCM impregnated LWAs were removed from the epoxy resin 
solution, we transferred them into plastic buckets containing graphite powder  or Redhill sand.  
 
 
The buckets were manually shaken, and the aggregates were turned around with a perforated 
spoon to ensure that all the aggregates were properly and uniformly covered with the material. 
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The coated PCM impregnated LWAs were then left in the buckets for 24 hours to allow coating 
material surrounding the aggregates to be fully set and cured. After 24 hours, the coated  PCM 
impregnated LWAs were sieved out (Figure 3-9) from the buckets. 
 
It was observed that both graphite powder and Redhill sand formed a continuous seal around 
the coated PCM impregnated LWAs. We further observed that both materials prevented coated 
PCM impregnated LWAs from sticking together, and improved the ease of separation from 
one another. No damage and no leakage of PCM was observed when separating the aggregates, 
as shown in Figure 3-10. Although, a better and satisfactory result in terms of better coverage, 
surface smoothness, cleanliness and ease of separation was observed with aggregates coated 
with graphite powder than Redhill sand. Therefore, only graphite powder coated PCM 
impregnated LWAs were further tested extensively in this study. 
 
Figure 3-9 Sieving of graphite powder-epoxy resin solution coated (a) FA ash aggregates (b) 
GA aggregate 
 
 
Figure 3-10 (a) Graphite powder coated PCM impregnated GAs (b) Graphite powder coated 
PCM impregnated FAs (c) Redhill sand coated PCM impregnated FAs 
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To evaluate the effect of abrasive forces that the aggregates would be subjected to inside a 
concrete mixer during concrete mixing at a construction site, we decided to simulate the effect 
by testing the coated PCM impregnated LWAs ability to withstand abrasive forces via Los 
Angeles abrasion test. It is worth mentioning here that as per authors' knowledge, researchers 
in the past have never investigated the performance of PCM impregnated LWAs against 
abrasion. We placed graphite powder coated PCM impregnated LWAs together with eleven 
abrasion balls, each weighing 2 kg inside the Los Angeles abrasion machine (Figure 3-11). The 
power switch of the machine was turned on and allowed to operate for 30 minutes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-11 Los Angeles abrasion (a) balls inside a bucket and (b) machine 
 
At the end of the test, the abrasion balls were taken out of the machine, followed by the coated 
PCM impregnated LWAs. We observed that the coating of graphite powder and epoxy resin 
surrounding the PCM impregnated LWAs disintegrated and peeled off, as shown in Figure 3-
12. To improve the hardness and toughness of coated impregnated LWAs against abrasive 
force, we decided to add a second coat to the surface of the first coated PCM impregnated 
LWAs. The same coating procedures previously explained was employed for the second 
coating process. The graphite coated PCM impregnated LWAs were placed inside the epoxy 
resin solution for 15 minutes. 
     
(a)        (b) 
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While the graphite coated PCM impregnated LWAs were inside epoxy resin solution, they 
were manually turned around with a perforated spoon to ensure that all the aggregates were 
uniformly soaked and coated with the epoxy resin. After 15 minutes, we immediately 
transferred the coated PCM impregnated LWAs inside a bucket containing graphite powder for 
24 hours.  
 
 
Figure 3-12 Effect of Los Angeles abrasion evaluation on PCM impregnated GAs with (a) one 
coat (b) two coat 
 
The double coated PCM impregnated LWAs were retested using the Los Angeles abrasion test 
machine. After the abrasion test, no mass loss and no disintegration of the double coated PCM 
impregnated LWAs was observed (Figure 3-12b). From the results, it is very clear that the 
addition of two coats of graphite powder and epoxy resin produced PCM impregnated LWAs 
that could withstand abrasive forces of a concrete mixer during concrete production.   
 
 
The whole coating process is summarised pictorially in Figure 3-13. 
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Figure 3-13 Pictorial procedures of coating process of the impregnated LWAs: (a) Impregnated 
samples (b) First coating process (c) Coated samples mixed with graphite powder (d) Sieving 
of coated impregnated LWAs (e) First coat products (f) Second coat process (g) Coated 
samples mixed with graphite powder (h) Final coated impregnated LWAs 
 
3.3.3.2 Sealing performance assessment of coating material 
To evaluate the sealing performance of the coating, about 300 g of the graphite powder-epoxy 
resin coated LWAs were put inside the vacuum chamber containing a sufficient amount of 
water. After 1 hour of testing, the vacuum pump was switched off, and the air was allowed to 
enter the vacuum chamber to force water into the coated LWAs. After that, the granular coated 
impregnated LWAs were sieved out from the water, cleaned with a towel, weighed and 
recorded. The increase in the mass of the LWAs was used to measure the sealing performance 
of the material.  The performance of the coating material was evaluated by measuring the mass 
gain in the LWAs samples after submersed in water and vacuumed for 30 minutes.  
3.3.3.3 Leakage assessment of PCM impregnated LWAs 
It is a known fact that flow and leakage of PCM out of aggregates during phase change from 
solid to liquid is a serious problem, hence the leak assessment of impregnated LWAs is crucial. 
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In addition, to assess and establish the performance of the coating material in terms of its ability 
to contain PCM permanently within the pore space of the LWAs and prevent its leakage, 
thermal cycle test was performed on the samples of the coated impregnated LWAs. The thermal 
cycle test involves subjecting the samples to heating and cooling at a temperature ranging 
between 35°C and 8°C. At the end of the test, the mass of the samples was weighed and 
recorded to determine if there was a change in the mass of the aggregates.  
3.3.3.4 Durability assessment of PCM impregnated LWAs 
PCM impregnated LWAs were subjected to various extreme conditions: (1) salt attack; (2) 
continuous heating at high temperature; (3) continuous cooling at low temperature; (4) 
combination of salt attack and heating at different temperature. At the end of each test, the mass 
of the samples was weighed and recorded. The difference in mass of the aggregate was used to 
measure the durability of the impregnated LWAs.   
 
 Results and discussion 
 
3.4.1 Properties of the LWAs 
3.4.1.1 Physical properties 
From the density results point of view, FAs and GAs were found to have an initial density of 
865 and 150 kg/m3 (Table 3-3) respectively. The density of GAs is one-fifth of that of FAs. 
However, the initial water content of FAs and GAs was found to be 13.64% and 27.27% 
respectively, for the samples received from the suppliers. The initial water content of GAs is 
twice that of FAs. 
Furthermore, the specific gravity of FAs and GAs was determined to be 1.40 and 0.20, 
respectively. It is clear to see that the specific gravity of the aggregate is less than 2.50, which 
is a typical specific gravity of normal aggregates. The result implies that GAs specific gravity 
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is about 92% less than the normal aggregate specific gravity, and this could be the reason why 
it freely floats on the surface when immersed inside water.  
Table 3-3 Basic engineering properties of LWAs 
 
 
 
Figure 3-14 illustrates the absorption capacity of GAs and FAs with time. The water absorption 
test was performed on oven dried aggregate. For both methods, it is observed that the 
absorption amounts follow the same trend. The absorption of the aggregates increases with 
time.  GAs water absorption capacity was found to be 12.86 % and 30.66% for simple 
immersion and vacuum impregnation technique, respectively. 
 
The water absorption of GAs under vacuum impregnation is twice that which was obtained 
under simple immersion. The difference in absorption can be attributed to the less presence of 
air within the pore space of the aggregate after the vacuum impregnation process, as most of 
the air would have been removed, hence paving the way for more water absorption. 
 
Similarly, FAs absorb water with time; however, reach equilibrium at exactly half an hour 
under both simple immersion and vacuum impregnation methods. The water absorption of FAs 
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was found to be 5.78% and 18.86% respectively under the simple immersion and vacuum 
method. The results show that FAs absorbed more water under vacuum impregnation than in 
simple immersion. The difference in absorption between the methods is approximately three 
times more in favour of vacuum impregnation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-14 Absorption capacity of (a) Glass aggregates (b) Fly ash aggregates 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
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3.4.1.2 Chemical composition 
Table 3-4 shows the chemical composition of GAs and FAs used in this study. GAs is 
characterized by C: 46%, O: 37.7%, Na: 0.8%, Mg: 0.31%, Al: 4.32%, Si: 7.14%, S: 0.51%, 
K: 1.08%, Ca: 0.88% and Fe: 0.93%.  
 
GAs is dominated with carbon followed by oxygen, and while the least element is magnesium. 
Similarly, FAs is characterized by C: 17.41%, O: 40.39%, Mg: 1.02%, Al: 8.37%, Si: 13.78%, 
S: 0.49%, K: 1.78%, Ca: 3.41%, Fe: 4.09, Cu: 6.49 and Zn: 2.78%. Similar to GAs, FAs is also 
dominated with carbon followed by oxygen, and while the least element is zinc. 
 
Table 3-4 The chemical composition of (a) glass and (b) fly ash aggregates 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.4.1.3 Pore size of the LWAs 
The SEM images showing the pore size of the GAs and FAs are shown in Figures 3-15.  It can 
GAs pore size was found to be in the range of 0.2 mm and 1.5 mm while that of FAs was also 
          
(a)            (b) 
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found to be in the range of 0.02 mm and 0.15 mm which implies that FAs have very small pore 
size when compared with that of the GAs hence FAs have low absorption capacity.  
 
Figure 3-15 SEM image of (a) Glass aggregates (b) Fly ash aggregates  
 
 
3.4.2 PCMs characterisation results 
3.4.2.1 Thermal stability of the PCM 
Figure 3-16 presents the TGA curve of PCM4 investigated in this study. There is little or no 
weight loss of the PCM durind and after the test. The straight line of the TGA curve of PCM4 
implies that PCM4 did not decompose even at higher temperature range of 50 and 100°C. 
However in case of GEP it is unlikely that temperature would reach that high. The PCMs are 
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thermally stable and reliable and can be used in the field of thermal energy storage for storing 
a large amount of energy around their respective melting and phase transition temperature.  
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Figure 3-16  TGA curve of the PCM4 
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3.4.2.2 Phase change behaviour of the PCM 
The results of the phase change behaviour of PCM4 examined in this study from differential 
scanning calorimetry (DSC) in terms of melting, cooling temperature and latent heat is shown 
in Figure 3-17. The peak melting temperature of PCM4 was found to be 11.12°C. The total 
heat stored during meating and crystallization phase of PCM4 are 177 kJ/kg and 181 kJ/kg 
respectively. This implies that, less energy is stored within the PCM during its melting phase 
compared to its solidification phase. 
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Figure 3-17  DSC curve of PCM4 
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Table 3-5 represents the basic thermal properties of PCM1, 2 and 3. The solid-liquid phase 
transition temperature was of PCM1, PCM2 and PCM3 was found to be 29.46°C, 37.37°C and 
21.4°C respectively. Furthermore, the energy stored during crystallization are 24 kJ/kg, 47 
kJ/kg and 39 kJ/kg for PCM1, PCM2 and PCM3 respectively.  Similarly, the thermal energy 
storage capacity of PCM1, PCM2 and PCM3 during melting phase were determined as 39 
kJ/kg, 47 kJ/kg and 53 kJ/kg, respectively.  
Table 3-5 Phase change properties of the unrefined PCMs 
 
 
From the DSC results, One can see that all the unrefined PCMs have a higher melting 
temperature when compared with PCM4. One can see that more cold energy is stored in PCM4 
when compare with the one stored in PCM1, PCM2 and PCM3.  
 Density of PCM impregnated LWAs 
There is an increase in the density of the LWAs after the vacuum impregnation process. GAs 
density increased by 2% while FAs increased by 0.58%. The increment in the value of their 
densities could be attributed to the increase in the mass of the sample as a result of impregnated 
PCM and the thin layer of the coating material surrounding the surface of LWAs. The thickness 
of graphite powder-epoxy resin surrounding the double coated PCM impregnated LWAs was 
measured and found to be approximately 2 mm (Figure 3-18).  
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Figure 3-18 Measurement of thickness of coating achieved after coating procedure 
 
 Sealing performance assessment of coating material 
Figure 3-19 displays the result of the test. The water absorption capacity of the samples 
remained unchanged, and likewise, there was no mass gain nor loss during and after the test. 
The results imply that no water was absorbed in the course of the testing. From the sealing 
performance assessment of epoxy resin mixed with graphite powder, one can see that epoxy 
resin prevented water from entering the coated aggregates even under suction force applied 
through vacuum.  
 
 
Figure 3-19 The water absorption capacity of the coated impregnated LWAs 
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 Leakage assessment of PCM impregnated LWAs 
Figure 3-20 displays the PCM leakage results of the impregnated LWAs. It can be seen that 
the mass of the coated impregnated LWAs remained unchanged even after several thermal 
cycles were performed on the aggregates. There were no traces of PCM leakage during and 
after the thermal cycle test. The result implies that epoxy resin is an excellent sealing material 
because it confined and sealed the PCM permanently in the pore space of the LWAs.  
 
Figure 3-20 Effect of thermal cycles on the PCM impregnated LWAs  
 Durability assessment of PCM impregnated LWAs 
The results of the durability tests are shown in Figure 3-21. There was no mass loss of the 
coated impregnated LWAs after the tests and which implies that the coated LWAs produced 
are thermally stable, reliable and durable. It is worth mentioning here that as per authors’ 
knowledge, the researchers in the past have never tested LWAs impregnated with PCM for the 
salt attack nor a combination of salt attack and continuous thermal cycles. 
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Figure 3-21 Durability performance of coated impregnated LWAs 
 Conclusions 
Both GA and FA have been experimentally characterised by determining their various 
engineering properties including physical and durability properties. A summary of the physical 
properties of the impregnated LWAs is presented. The determination techniques of the 
properties have also been detailed. In addition, a laboratory experiment on the PCMs 
characterisation,  PCM impregnated LWAs physical and miscrostructural properties are 
presented. 
 
From the results of the physical properties of the FAs and GAs, the initial densities were found 
to be 865 and 150 kg/m3 respectively. However, the density of both the FAs and GAs increased 
slightly after they were impregnated with PCM4 and coated with a mixture of epoxy resin and 
graphite powder. Furthermore, the specific gravity of FAs and GAs before impregnation was 
determined to be 1.40 and 0.20, respectively. After the impregnation process, the specific 
gravity of FAs and GAs increased to 1.45 and 0.28 respectively. It is clear to see that the 
specific gravity of both the FAs and GAs are less than 2.50, which is a typical specific gravity 
of normal aggregates.  In addition, from the aggregates absorption capacity point of view, the 
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maximum percentage of bio-based PCM4 retained by GAs and FAs is 30.66% and 18.86% 
respectively. 
 
Based on the microstructural analysis results, GAs pore size was found to be in the range of 
0.2 mm and 1.5 mm while that of FAs was also found to be in the range of 0.02 mm and 0.15 
mm. This implies that FAs have very small pore size when compared with that of the GAs. 
 
Furthermore, both the GAs and FAs were subjected to a combination of salt attack and thermal 
cycles to investigate their durability properties. There was no mass loss of the coated PCM 
impregnated GAs and FAs after the tests. Furthermore, the thin layer on the surface of the PCM 
impregnated GAs and FAs as a result of the mixture of epoxy resin and graphite powder did 
not peel off during and after the aggregates were subjected to abrasive forces inside the concrete 
mixer. This implies that the PCM impregnated GAs and FAs produced are thermally stable, 
reliable and durable. 
 
From coating material performance test, it was found that epoxy resin successfully prevented 
the PCM leakage drawback by sealing the PCM inside the LWAs permanently. Two coats of 
graphite powder and epoxy resin are required to withstand the abrasive forces to stop mass loss 
and disintegration of the coated PCM impregnated LWAs.  
 
From the DSC results, the solid-liquid phase transition temperature of the tested PCMs range 
between 9.5°C and 37.37°C while the thermal energy storage capacity ranged from 39 kJ/kg to 
174 kJ/kg.   
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 Chapter 4 
Physical, thermal and mechanical tests on Bio-based PCM 
impregnated concrete 
 
 Introduction 
This chapter presents the results of a series of physical, thermal and mechanical tests performed 
on different concrete mixes. The aim of these tests is to investigate both (i) mechanical 
properties of the concrete like compressive strength, modulus of elasticity, density and flexural 
tensile strength and that (ii) thermal properties like thermal conductivity, specific heat and 
thermal diffusivity. The aim of the tests is to investigate the effect of replacing normal 
aggregates with PCM impregnated LWAs on the thermo-mechanical performance of the 
concrete.  
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Section 4.2 describes the materials, testing programme and testing conditions. The results and 
discussion of the thermal and mechanical properties of the concrete are presented in section 
4.3. In the final section, conclusions are drawn. 
 Materials 
4.2.1 Portland cement 
The most common type of cement used in most concrete work of any kind, is Portland cement 
– class 35.2 complying with type CEM I, BS EN 197-1:2000. The cement was supplied by 
Mastercrete Ltd, UK. Therefore, all of the present work was carried out using this kind of 
cement (Figure 4-1).  It has the following benefits compared with ordinary Portland cement: 
(1) enhanced resistance to freeze/thaw attack, (2) lower water demand and (3) less tendency 
for water to segregate and bleed. 
 
 
Figure 4-1 Mastercrete Portland cement 
 
4.2.2 Water 
BS 3148 gives the requirements for the testing of water for its suitability for use in concrete 
making. If the water is suitable for drinking it is generally suitable for concrete making. So 
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throughout this study drinkable tap water characterised by pH 6.2; sulfate content 5.5 mg/lit, 
hardness 3.8 was used. 
4.2.3 Aggregates 
Aggregates occupy 60-80% of the concrete volume and hence have an important influence on 
its properties, mix proportions and cost. They comprise a very wide range of materials and 
characteristics must be appropriately chosen for their application. Aggregates must be clean, 
hard, strong and free of coatings which could affect hydration and the strength of the aggregate 
- cement paste bond. They must not have any undesirable alkali-aggregate reaction between 
them and the cement paste. Finally, in the content of this study aggregates intended to develop 
PCM concrete must have porosity for high absorption of PCM and must not react with the 
PCM. 
In this study siliceous Thames Valley flint gravel (Figure 4-2) supplied by Jewson Ltd, UK 
was used. Main properties: density 2540 kg/m3; specific gravity 2.50; size 20 mm,  uncrushed 
River Thame sharp sand was used. Main properties: size (˂5 mm); density 2350 kg/m3; specific 
surface – 91 cm2/g. The absorption values of the saturated, surface dry (SD) aggregates were 
found to be: for 20 mm – 1.2%; 10 mm – 3.6%; sand – 1.8%.  
 
 
Figure 4-2 Concrete materials 
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4.2.4 Mould preparation 
The cube, prism and beam moulds (Figure 4-3) were oiled with mould oil placed on the 
vibrating table. This is to avoid sticking of concrete with the mould and to have smooth surface 
when the concrete is taken out of the mould. 
 
Figure 4-3 Cube moulds 
4.2.5 Concrete mixing, casting and curing 
 
Concrete mixing involves putting sand, cement, aggregates and water inside concrete mixer 
(Figure 4-4). The procedure was performed to BS EN 12390-2 : 2009. The freshly mixed 
concrete was placed in the moulds and then subjected to vibration using a vibrating machine 
(Figure 4-5). The purpose is to compact, get rid of air and achieve denser and stronger concrete. 
The termed curing of concrete refers to procedures devoted to promote hydration of cement 
within a water bath (Figure 4-6) in the laboratory immediately after vibration of the concrete 
casted in moulds.  This is necessary to prevent cracking due to temperature rise caused by 
hydration as it is an exothermic reaction. Therefore, proper curing is necessary because it 
influenced the strength and stiffness properties of concrete like compressive strength and 
modulus of elasticity.  Concrete must be properly cured if its optimum properties are to be 
developed. The three principal parameters which govern curing are adequate moisture for  
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Figure 4-4 Electricity powdered concrete mixer 
 
Figure 4-5 Electricity powdered vibrating table 
  
hydration, appropriate conditions of temperature and the time required to attain adequate 
strength (Hawes, 1991; Mehta and Monteiro, 2006; Neville and Brooks, 2010; Neville, 2011). 
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Figure 4-6 Curing of concrete samples 
4.2.6 Concrete mix proportions 
Mix proportioning is a process by which one arrives at the right combination of cement, 
aggregates (fine and coarse) and water for making concrete according to given specifications 
(BS 8500). Main purpose of mix proportioning is to obtain a product that will perform 
according to predetermined engineering requirements like the workability of fresh concrete, 
the strength and stiffness of hardened concrete. Another reason of mix proportioning is to 
obtain a concrete mixture satisfying the performance requirements at the lowest possible cost. 
 
It is intended that PCM incorporation interfere as little as possible with existing concrete 
construction techniques. However, it was deemed necessary to consider various ways of 
modifying the concrete to improve its heat storage capacity. To this end, the use of LWA is 
required to host the PCM in order to avoid direct contact with the concrete which can affect 
the hardened concrete properties negatively.  The replacement was based on the total quantity 
of coarse aggregate in the mix. This was done by replacing normal aggregates with LWAs by 
volume fraction. This is to make sure that equal volume of the aggregates are maintained in the 
concrete mix proportion.  The percentage replacement of normal aggregate by volume with 
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LWAs studied were 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%. The aim is to study the physical, 
mechanical and thermal properties of concrete containing these LWAs. 
Mix 1 (GA-0) represents 100% normal aggregates concrete without PCM impregnated GAs, 
Mix 2 (GA-25) represents 25% normal aggregates replaced by PCM impregnated LWAs, Mix 
3 (GA-50), Mix 4 (GA-75) and Mix 5 (GA-100) represents LWAC with 50%, 75% and 100% 
normal aggregates replaced by PCM impregnated LWAs (Table 4-1).  Similarly, Mix 1 (FA-
0) represents 100% normal aggregates concrete without PCM impregnated FAs, Mix 2 (FA-
25) represents 25% normal aggregates replaced by PCM impregnated FAs, Mix 3 (FA-50), 
Mix 4 (FA-75) and Mix 5 (FA-100) represents concrete with 50%, 75% and 100% with PCM 
impregnated FAs (Table 4-2) respectively. The concrete mix proportions were fixed with the 
following ratios: water/cement = 0.59; cement / (fine aggregate + coarse aggregate) = 0.20; 
fine aggregate / (fine aggregate + coarse aggregate) = 0.78 and with minimum target slump of 
65 mm and 28 days compressive strength of 35 N/mm2.  
 
Table 4-1 Mix proportion of concrete with and without PCM impregnated glass aggregates  
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Table 4-2 Mix proportion of concrete with and without PCM impregnated fly ash aggregates  
 
4.2.7 Testing of fresh concrete properties 
This section discussed the results of fresh concrete properties with and without LWAs such as 
density, slump, compacting factor and vebe. 
4.2.7.1 Density test 
Density is the sum of masses of all the ingredients of a batch of concrete divided by the volume 
filled by the concrete (Neville, 2011). Density was determined experimentally by using BS EN 
12350-6 : 2009.  
Knowing the density of fresh concrete is important because the yield per batch of the concrete 
can be determined as the mass of all the ingredients in a batch divided by density.  
It is common to determine the density of compacted fresh concrete when measuring workability 
or air content. The density was easily obtained by weighing the compacted fresh concrete 
(Figure 4-7) in a standard cylindrical container of known volume.  
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Figure 4-7 Measurement of compacted fresh concrete 
4.2.7.2 Slump test 
Slump test is a measure of fresh concrete mixture consistency or flow characteristics. It is a 
test used extensively in site work all over the world for detecting variations in the uniformity 
of a mix of a given proportion.   
The main aim of this test is to provide a simple and convenient method of controlling the batch 
to batch uniformity of ready-mixed concrete (Mehta and Monteiro, 2006). 
The equipment for the slump test (Figure 4-8) is indeed very simple. It consists of a tamping 
rod and a truncated cone of 300 mm height, 100 mm diameter at the top, and 200 mm diameter 
at the bottom. The cone is filled with freshly mixed concrete in three layers.  Each layer is 
tamped 25 times with a standard 16 mm diameter tamping rod. Immediately after the cone is 
fully filled and tamped, the cone is slowly lifted. The unsupported concrete cone slumps down 
by its self-weight – hence the name of the test. The decrease in the height of the slumped cone 
is measured to the nearest 5 mm and recorded. The recorded value gives the slump of the 
concrete in accordance with BS EN 12350-2 : 2009. 
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Figure 4-8. Basic equipment for the slump test 
4.2.7.3 Compacting factor test 
There is no generally accepted method of directly measuring the amount of work necessary to 
achieve full compaction, which is a definition of workability. 
This test measures the degree of compaction achieved when a concrete mixture is subjected to 
a standard amount of work. The degree of compaction is referred to as compaction factor. This 
is measured by the density ratio (i.e. the ratio of the concrete actually achieved in the test to the 
density of the same concrete under fully vibrated and compacted condition). 
Compacting test is described in BS 1881-103 : 1993. This is appropriate for concrete with a 
maximum size of aggregate up to 40 mm. 
The apparatus essentially consists of a conical hopper in the shape of a frustum of a cone and 
a cylinder. The concrete is allowed to fall by gravity into the cylinder from the hopper gently 
so that at this stage no work is done on the concrete to produce compaction. Excess concrete is 
struck off from the top of the mould, and the net mass of concrete in the known volume of the 
cylinder is determined. 
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The density of the concrete in the cylinder is then calculated, and this density divided by the 
density of the fully compacted concrete is defined as the compacting factor. 
4.2.7.4 VeBe test 
The name ‘VeBe’ is derived from the initials of the Swedish engineer V. Bährner who 
developed the test.  The test is recommended by BS EN 12350-3 : 2009. The equipment for the 
test is shown in Figure 4-9. It consists of a vibrating table, a cylindrical pan, a slump cone and 
a glass plate rider attached to a free-moving rod which serves as a reference end-point. VeBe 
is a good laboratory test, particularly for very dry mixes. This is in contrast to the compacting 
factor test where error may be introduced by the tendency of some dry mixes stick with in the 
hopper. The VeBe test determine the time required to achieve compaction, which is related to 
the total work done. The test is appropriate for mixes with a veBe time between 3 and 30 
seconds (Neville, 2011). 
The cone is placed in the pan, filled with concrete, and removed. The glass plate rider is brought 
into position on top of the concrete cone, and the vibrating table is set in motion. The time 
required to remould the concrete, from the conical to the cylindrical shape until the glass plate 
rider is completely immersed with concrete and all cavities in the surface of the concrete have 
disappeared is measured and recorded as veBe time in seconds. 
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Figure 4-9. Basic equipment for the VeBe test 
 
4.2.7.5 Compactability test 
The use of this test is similar to that of the slump test, that is, routine checking of the consistency 
of freshly mixed concrete for control purposes. 
The test was performed according to BS EN 12350-4 ; 2009. The test determines the reduction 
in the volume of a loosely packed concrete after vibration in a cylinder. The degree of 
compactability is the ratio of the height of the cylinder to the height of the compacted concrete. 
The compaction is carried out by a vibrating table. 
4.2.8 Testing of hardened concrete properties 
The physical, thermal and mechanical properties testing of hardened concrete are described in 
this section. 
4.2.8.1 Density test 
The density of hardened concrete is defined as the unit mass of the concrete cube in air to its 
volume. It is common to determine the density of hardened concrete when measuring the 
strength of concrete. The density was obtained by weighing the hardened concrete cube after 
28 days and divided it by its volume. The test was performed as per BS EN 12350-6 : 2009. 
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4.2.8.2 Compressive strength test 
The most common of all tests on hardened concrete is the compressive strength test. It is due 
to various reasons (1) easy test to perform, (2) many of the desirable properties of concrete, are 
qualitatively related to its strength and (3) required for structural and engineering design. The 
strength test results may be affected by specimen size; type of mould; curing; preparation of 
the end surface; rigidity of the testing machine; and rate of application of compression force. 
The compressive strength is performed on 150 mm size concrete cubes as per BS EN 12390-4 
: 2000 at a constant compression stress rate within the range of 0.2 to 1.0 MPa/sec and the 
crushing strength was reported to the nearest 0.5 MPa. Figure 4-10 shows the 600 kN universal 
compressive strength machine used to crush the cubes. The machine consists of a compressive 
force indicator, load release valve, platens. 
 
Figure 4-10. Basic equipment for the compressive strength test 
 
4.2.8.3 Flexural strength test 
Although concrete is not normally designed to resist direct tension, the knowledge of tensile 
strength is of value in estimating the load under which cracking will develop. The absence of 
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cracking is of considerable importance in maintaining the continuity of a concrete structure and 
many cases in the prevention of corrosion of reinforcement. 
Flexural tension test was performed according to BS EN 12390-5 : 2000. A concrete beam of 
100 x 100 x 450 mm was used in the test. The beam is tested on its side in relation to the as-
cast position after 28 days in a moist condition, at a rate of increase in the compression stress 
in 0.1 mm/min. Figure 4-11 shows the 4 point bend arrangement for the modulus of rupture 
while Figure 4-12 displace the Instron 600 kN SHETEC universal machine used for the testing.  
 
Figure 4-11. Four-point bend flexural testing of concrete beam 
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Figure 4-12. Instron 600 kN SHETEC universal machine for the flexural strength test 
 
4.2.8.4 Modulus of elasticity test 
Although concrete is not considered a perfectly linear-elastic material, Hooke’s law of 
elasticity is applicable to structural concretes for the range of strains commonly used in design 
calculations. Modulus of elasticity (Young’s Modulus) is one of the most important mechanical 
properties of concrete.  
Modulus of elasticity is defined as the ratio of normal stress to corresponding strain either in 
tension or compression below the proportional limit of a material. It is a key factor influencing 
the structural performance of reinforced concrete structures and is particularly important as a 
design parameter in predicting the deformation. 
A concrete prism of 225 x 225 x 450 mm was used in accordance with BS EN 12390-5 : 2000 
for the determination of the concrete modulus of elasticity.  
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Figure 4-13. Rectangular concrete prism subject to axial force 
 
Solid bearing platen plates were placed under and above the prism located at the centre of the 
Instron universal modulus of elasticity testing machine (Figure 4-13). Then, compression load 
was applied from 10 kN up to the maximum compressive strength of the corresponding 
concrete prisms calculated in a cycle of 3 times (i.e. loading and unloading of the concrete 
prism three times) based on BS EN 12390-5: 2000. Furthermore, a steady compression load of 
10 kN was applied to the prism and the corresponding strain was measured on the two faces of 
the prism with the use of DEMEC strain gauges. Similarly, the maximum load based on the 28 
days concrete cube compressive strength was later applied on the same prism and the strain 
effect of the load was measured and recorded.  
The difference between the first and second strains was determined for both the prism faces 
and the average result recorded and multiplied with 8.1E-06 being the strain gauge 
measurement microstrain division. 
4.2.8.5 Specific heat test 
Specific heat can also be defined as the quantity of heat needed to raise the temperature of a 
unit mass of a material by one degree. It is important to evaluate the specific heat of the concrete 
since it gives concise information on the amount of heat that can be added or removed from it 
under a unit change in its temperature. 
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The concrete specific heat capacity was measured as follow: 
(1) A sample of mass, msample (g), was obtained and placed in an oven having a temperature of 
Toven (K). 
(2) The sample was left in the oven to attain the oven’s temperature, Toven. 
(3) A water volume, V (m3), having an initial temperature, Tinitial (K), was obtained and placed 
in an insulated container. Similarly, the mass of water, mwater (g), was measured.  
(4) The sample, at Toven temperature, was taken out from the oven and submerged into the 
insulated container containing water.  
(5) The lid of the container was placed back to minimise heat loss. 
(6) The sample and water were thoroughly stirred and allowed to reach a final temperature, 
Tfinal, (K). 
(7) The heat gained, Qgained (J), by water was calculated using the following  
Qgained = mwater x cwater x (Tfinal – Tinitial)      4.1 
cwater = 4.18 (J/g.K) 
(8) Furthermore, the heat loss, Qloss (J), by the sample was calculated using the following  
Qloss = msample x csample x (Toven – Tfinal)     4.2 
(9) In a closed system, the heat loss, Qloss, by the sample is equal to the heat gained, Qgained, by 
water, thus  
Qgained = Qloss         4.3 
(10) The csample was calculated based on the following  
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𝑐௦௔௠௣௟௘ =  
ொౝ౗౟౤౛ౚ
௠ೞೌ೘೛೗೐൫ ೚்ೡ೐೙ି்೑೔೙ೌ೗൯
      4.4 
The measured specific heat capacities of the concretes are reported in chapter 5 of this study. 
4.2.8.6 Thermal conductivity test 
Thermal conductivity (λ) gives the heat flux transmitted through a unit area of a material under 
a unit temperature gradient. It is important to evaluate this property because it influences the 
thermal property of concrete. 
In addition, the thermal conductivity can be back calculated from the thermal diffusivity and 
heat capacity of the material. The thermal diffusivity (α) is the measure of how heat disperses 
through a material. It is related to the thermal conductivity as shown in equation 4.5. 
𝜆 =  𝛼𝐶      (4.5) 
where C is the volumetric heat capacity of the material (J/m3.K). 
In this study, the thermal diffusivity method was used to determine the thermal conductivity of 
the concrete. The thermal diffusivity was determined using the method proposed by Shannon 
and Wells (1947). This involves observing the change in temperature of the concrete at its mid-
point which is due to the change surrounding temperature of the cylindrical shape concrete.  
A concrete cylinder having a height and diameter of 185 mm and 93.5 mm was used in 
measuring the thermal diffusivity of concrete (𝛼௖௢௡௖௥௘௧௘). A 10 mm hole was made at the mid-
point of the cylindrical concrete during concrete casting. After 28 days of curing under the 
room temperature, the K-type temperature sensor was inserted inside the drilled hole of the 
concrete to measure the concrete axial temperature. Also, the heat transfer is expected to be 
occur radially due to the height of the cylinder being about twice its diameter. The thermal 
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diffusivity and volumetric heat capacity were calculated using equations (4.6) and (4.7) 
respectively.  Later, the thermal conductivity of the concrete was mathematically calculated 
using equation (4.5).  
The thermal diffusivity,α, was calculated using: 
𝛼 =  ஽
మ௧೑ೌ೎೟೚ೝ 
௧
       (4.6) 
Where D is diameter of the sample (mm), tfactor is the dimensionless time factor shown in Figure 
4-14 and t is time in hours. 
The volumetric heat capacity (C) was determined as a function of specific heat capacity and 
water content, given by: 
𝐶 =  𝛾 ቀ𝑐 + ௐ 
ଵ଴଴
ቁ       (4.7) 
where γ is the unit weight and w is the water content in percentage. 
 Finally the thermal conductivity (𝜆) is calculated using Equation (4.5). 
The same procedure above was repeated when calculating the thermal conductivity of the 
sand.  
  𝜆௦ = 0.256 + 2.548(1 − exp (−22.94𝜃)      (4.8) 
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Figure 4-14. Time factor curves for temperature change adopted from Shannon and Wells ( 
1947). 
 
 Results and discusion 
4.3.1 Fresh concrete test 
This section discusses the results of fresh concrete properties with and without LWAs such as 
density, slump, compacting factor and vebe. The main reason for evaluating these properties 
lies in the fact that properties of matured concrete are affected by the properties at an earlier 
stage.  
4.3.1.1 Density 
The density for fresh GAC and FAC mixes is shown in Figure 4-15.  The fresh concrete density 
decreases with an increase in the percentage replacement level of the aggregates. The density 
of concrete with 25% PCM impregnated LWAs was found to be 2276 kg/m3 and which is about 
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2.83% reduction in the density value when compared with concrete without PCM impregnated 
glass aggregates. Similarly, when 50% of PCM impregnated GAs content was used, further 
reduction in the concrete density was recorded to 6%. The reductions in trend of the concrete 
density continued as the PCM impregnated GAs content was further increased. The maximum 
reduction in the fresh concrete density value was observed with the mix proportion containing 
100% PCM impregnated GAs. The significant reduction in the concrete density can be 
attributed to the low value of the aggregate specific gravity and density.  
However, when GACs density was compared with the conventional normal concrete values 
(i.e. between 2000 and 2400 kg/m3), only the concrete containing between 0 and 50% PCM 
impregnated GAs fall in the range. From this point of view, replacing normal aggregates with 
PCM impregnated GAs beyond 50% should be avoided.  
 
Figure 4-15 Effect of PCM impregnated LWAs on the fresh concrete density 
 
The presence of PCM impregnated FAs content reduced the density of the fresh concrete. The 
density values decreased from 2342 kg/m3, for the concrete with normal aggregates (0% PCM 
impregnated FAs), to 2102 kg/m3 for the concrete with 100% PCM impregnated FAs. The 
reductions in the density of the concretes were 2.67, 5.36, 7.81 and 10.27 percent when 25%, 
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50%, 75% and 100% by volume fraction of the normal aggregates was replaced by PCM 
impregnated FAs respectively. This verifies the conclusion that the unit weight of concrete 
with PCM impregnated FAs is lower than that of normal aggregates. The significant reduction 
in the concrete density can be attributed to the low value of the PCM impregnated FAs density 
and specific gravity. It can also be attributed to the poor homogeneity of the various mix 
proportion and the presence of entrapped air within the concrete. 
However, when FACs density was compared with the normal concrete density conventional 
values (i.e. between 2000 and 2400 kg/m3), it was observed that the density of all the concrete 
mixes was within the range, with the 100% PCM impregnated FAs concrete having the least 
density. The low density may be attributed to the fact that all the normal aggregates were 
replaced with a low density PCM impregnated FAs. 
4.3.1.2 Slump 
Figure 4-16 presents the fresh concrete slump results with the percentage replacement of 
normal aggregate with PCM impregnated GAs and FAs. The concrete slump values increase 
with an increase in the of PCM impregnated GAs. The mixes with PCM impregnated GAs 
showed higher slump when compared with the mix with normal aggregates. The minimum and 
maximum slump values were found to occur in concrete with 0% and 100% PCM impregnated 
GAs content, respectively. Similarly, the slump values of concrete with 25, 50 and 75% PCM 
impregnated GAs content is about 73%, 146% and 161% greater than the concrete mix with 
normal aggregates. The increase in slump for mixes containing PCM impregnated GAs can be 
attributed to the low density of the concrete, the angular shape and texture of the aggregate. 
It is important to note that an increase in slump value of concrete is an indication of the 
excellent passing ability of the concrete and this results in ease of concrete placement (i.e. 
workability) which also lead to a reduction in the concrete compacting factor. High workability 
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is desired in the case of GEP as it has reinforcement cage and loops which reduces the space 
available for concrete pouring. The main drawback, however, is that the higher the slump value, 
the more the concrete is prone to segregate which can lead to non uniform setting of the 
concrete during curing. 
 
 
Figure 4-16 Effect of PCM impregnated LWAs on the concrete slump 
 
In the same vein, the slump is decreasing with the increase in the volumetric percentage of 
PCM impregnated FAs. The least slump value was observed with concrete containing 100% 
PCM impregnated FAs. The decrease may be due to the relatively shape and texture of the 
PCM impregnated FAs in the concrete mix. However, the significant decrease in the concrete 
slump of the FACs is an indication that the concrete has low workability and poor passing 
ability. The result also implies that replacing part of the normal aggregate with PCM 
impregnated FAs is not beneficial in term of the concrete workability and ease of flow.   
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4.3.1.3 Compacting factor 
The fresh concrete compacting factor for various mixes of GAC and FAC samples is shown in 
Figure 4-17. The compacting factor of concrete decreases with an increase in PCM 
impregnated GAs content.  The percentage reduction in the compacting factor value of the 
mixes ranged from 1 to 1.16 depending on the PCM impregnated GAs in the mixture. However, 
unlike the adverse effect that the reduction in the concrete density caused, the reduction in the 
compacting factor is beneficial because little or no vibration would be needed when placing 
the concrete. Low compacting factor of concrete is desired in the case of GEP where less space 
is available due to reinforcement cage and loops. 
 
 
Figure 4-17 Effect of PCM impregnated LWAs on the concrete compacting factor 
 
Similar to the slump result, the compacting factor of the concrete reduces as the FAs content is 
increasing. The reduction depending on the level of replacement ranged between 2.94 and 5.88 
percent with respect to concrete without PCM impregnated FAs. The reduction in the 
compacting factor good ease of flow and workability of the concrete.  
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4.3.1.4 Vebe 
The fresh concrete vebe consistency of GAC and FAC samples is shown in Figure 4-18.  It 
shows an increase in the flowability property of the concrete. The more the quantity of PCM 
impregnated GAs in the concrete the high the concrete. GAC ranged from 2.8 s to 3 s.  The 
value is more than the conventional normal concrete value of 2.5 s. The increase in the GAC 
consistency value may be due to the shape and texture of the PCM impregnated GAs in the 
concrete mix. 
 
Figure 4-18 Effect of PCM impregnated LWAs on the concrete vebe consistency 
 
Similarly, the figure shows a decrease in the flowability property of the concrete as the PCM 
impregnated FAs increases. The decrease in concrete vebe consistency implies that such 
concrete implies that it is less workable. The result in terms of concrete workability is in good 
agreement with what was observed in the concrete slump and compacting factor results. 
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4.3.2 Hardened concrete test 
This section summarised the results of the hardened concretes mechanical and thermal 
properties tests carried out in this study. It includes the concrete compressive strength, modulus 
of elasticity, flexural tensile strength, thermal conductivity and specific heat. 
4.3.2.1 Density 
Figure 4-19 presents the hardened concrete density results of GACs and FACs investigated 
after 28 days of curing. The 28-day density of the hardened concrete containing 25 and 50% 
PCM impregnated GAs content was found to be 2312 and 2161 kg/m3, respectively. This is 
about 1.95 and 8.35% respectively less when compared with the 2358 kg/m3 density value of 
the concrete without GAs content. The finding is in good agreement with the study of  Juki et 
al. (2013) where similar decrease (i.e. 6 to 10%) in the concrete density was reported when 
50% of the normal aggregates were replaced with waste polyethylene terephthalate bottles as 
fine aggregate, however, they did not mix LWAs impregnated with PCM. In this study, 
concrete with 75 and 100% PCM impregnated GAs content was more sensitive to the reduction 
in hardened concrete density. The density value of the two mixes falls below the conventional 
2000 kg/m3  allowable density of the concrete.  
Density of 28 day concrete containing 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% PCM impregnated FAs 
were found to be 2311, 2263, 2203 and 2142 kg/m3 respectively, and which is 1.99, 4.03, 
6.57 and 9.16% reduction in density respectively for the concrete when compared with 
density value of the concrete made with 100% normal aggregates (0% PCM impregnated 
FAs). Due to the little reduction in concrete density, it implies that the concrete with PCM 
impregnated FAs is less sensitive to the reduction in hardened concrete density. 
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Figure 4-19 Effect of PCM impregnated GAs on the hardened concrete density 
4.3.2.2 Compressive strength 
Strength and durability are generally considered the most important qualities of concrete. The 
strength is a measure of the maximum stress that a given concrete sample is capable of carrying 
without collapse.  The 28-day compressive strength of concrete containing different percentage 
level of the PCM impregnated GAs and FAs content is presented in Figure 4-20. The concrete 
compressive strength decreases with an increase in PCM impregnated GAs in the concrete from 
25 to 100%. Furthermore, the compressive strength of the concrete decrease quickly as the 
PCM impregnated GAs content increased beyond 25%.   
 
The results, when compared with the concrete with normal aggregates, shows that the concrete 
mix with 25% PCM impregnated GAs content achieved about 62.86%, 77.14% and 91.43% of 
the 28-day compressive strength at day 7, 14 and 28 of curing respectively. Similarly, the 
concrete with 50% PCM impregnated GAs content had a 7, 14 and 28-day compressive strength 
of 17, 22 and 26 N/mm2 respectively and which implies a 22.73%, 18.52% and 25.71%  
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reduction in the compressive strength value of the concrete when compared to the 7, 14 and 
28-day compressive strength of the concrete with normal aggregates. 
The 28-day compressive strength of the concrete containing 75% and 100% PCM impregnated 
GAs content follows the same trend as that of the other concrete mixes in terms of reduction in 
the concrete compressive strength value. However, greater reduction in the 28-day compressive 
strength of the concrete was observed to be 57.14% and 48.57% respectively for concrete 
containing 75% and 100% PCM impregnated GAs. The reduction in the compressive strength 
of all the concrete mixes may be attributed to the weak bonding between the PCM impregnated 
GAs and cement paste.  
 
Figure 4-20 Effect of PCM impregnated GAs and FAs on the average compressive strength 
 
The compressive strength of the concrete increases as the PCM impregnated FAs is increasing. 
In addition, after 28-day of concrete curing and subsequent testing for compressive strength, 
the compressive strength of concrete containing 25, 50, 75 and 100% PCM impregnated FAs 
were 35, 38, 40, 43 and 45 N/mm2 respectively. The compressive strength of the concrete 
increases as the PCM impregnated FAs content in the mixture increased. The steady increase 
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in the concrete compressive strength can be attributed to the strong structures of FAs and the 
strong bonding between the aggregates and cement paste. 
4.3.2.3 Flexural tensile strength 
Flexural tensile strength represent bending strength. Concrete GEP can be subjected to bending 
due to eccentric loading. From the result of the flexural tensile strength shown in Table 4-3. 
The concrete flexural tensile strength ranged from 7.19 to 7.85 MPa depending on the amount 
of the PCM impregnated GAs content in the concrete mixture. The results are in good 
agreement with the conventional values  (6 to 8 MPa) for concrete made with lightweight 
aggregates.  
 
Table 4-3. The Basic mechanical properties of the various concrete mixes 
Mix type (%) Compressive 
strength (N/mm2) 
Flexural strength 
(MPa) 
Modulus of 
elasticity (GPa) 
0 35 7.46 39 
25 32 7.85 34 
50 29 7.19 33 
75 15 7.45 23 
100 14.3 7.21 22.6 
 
4.3.2.4 Modulus of elasticity 
Modulus of elasticity of concrete is a measure of the concrete resistance to deformation under 
an applied load and the elastic strain is recovered when the load is removed. The results of the 
modulus of elasticity of the concrete mixes are shown in Figure 4-21. The modulus of elasticity 
decreased steadily with an increase in the percentage of the PCM impregnated GAs. Mixtures 
containing 25% PCM impregnated GAs had modulus of elasticity of 86% of the modulus of 
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elasticity of the concrete with normal aggregates at 28 days. The modulus of elasticity of 
mixtures containing 50% PCM impregnated GAs is 33 GPa where concrete mixes with 75 and 
100% PCM impregnated GAs have modulus of elasticity value of 23 GPa. It is evident that the 
reduction in the modulus of elasticity of the concrete is more pronounced with PCM 
impregnated GAs beyond 50 percent. The reduction in the modulus of elasticity implies a low 
value of the concrete stiffness. The reduction in the concrete modulus of elasticity may be 
attributed to the type of aggregates, the weak monolithic bonding between the aggregates and 
the cement paste. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-21 Effect of PCM impregnated GAs on the average modulus of elasticity 
 
The modulus of elasticity decreased steadily with an increase in the PCM impregnated FAs. 
The modulus of elasticity values decreased from 39 GN/mm2, for the concrete with 0% PCM 
impregnated FAs, to 29 GN/mm2 for the concrete with 100% PCM impregnated FAs. In 
addition, the reduction in the modulus of elasticity of the concretes were 23.07, 23.10, 25.64 
and 26.50 percent for concrete with 25, 50, 75 and 100% PCM impregnated FAs respectively. 
However, despite the concrete sample with 100% PCM impregnated FAs having higher 
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compressive strength, the least value of modulus of elasticity was found to occur in it (i.e 100% 
PCM impregnated FAs). The reduction in the modulus of elasticity of the concrete may be 
attributed to the poor homogeneity and less workability of the concrete. 
4.3.2.5 Stress-displacement behaviour  
The results of the 4-point bending test of concrete containing between 25 to 100% PCM 
impregnated GAs and FAs content are presented in Figure 4-22. It is clear that an immediate 
increase in compressive stress was observed when displacement was increased before it was 
then decreased gently in the concrete mixes with PCM impregnated GAs in the range of 0 and 
50%. The sharp drop in the compressive stress is an indication of brittleness failure of the 
concrete. From the results, the load development of the concrete significantly depends on the 
percentage replacement level of normal aggregates with PCM impregnated GAs.  
However, in general, at the start of the test, the concrete matrix endured the applied load. When 
an increase in load is further applied, the concrete becomes active and sustain part of the load. 
At a point when the concrete matrix cannot endure the applied load, the first crack appears, and 
the endurable load reduced simultaneously. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-22 Stress-displacement curves of concrete containing PCM impregnated  (a) GAs 
and (b) FAs 
 
   
(a)             (b)  
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The maximum strength that the concrete without FAs content have to bear compressive stress 
before breaking was found to be 4.99 MPa, and this corresponds to the strain value of 0.179 
mm. However, for the concrete containing FAs content, it absorbs more stress than the concrete 
without FAs content owing to the increase in the value of their compressive strength. The 
ultimate flexural strength and the corresponding displacement values for the concrete with 25, 
50, 75 and 100% volume fraction of FAs were 5.96, 6.07, 6.51, 6.51 MPa while their 
corresponding displacement values were 0.148, 0.145, 0.210, 0.210 mm respectively.  
It is important to note that the load development of the concrete in 4-point bending test largely 
depends on the aggregate type and amount. At the start of the test, the concrete matrix endured 
the applied load. When an increase in load is further applied, the concrete becomes active and 
sustain part of the load. At a point when the concrete matrix cannot endure the applied load, 
the first crack appears and the endurable load reduced simultaneously.  After the appearance 
of the first crack, the residual load of FACs remains relatively stable, which implies that at that 
region, the material has left over strength to withstand further stress. 
4.3.2.6 Thermal conductivity 
Figure 4-23 presents the thermal conductivity of the 28-days concrete at various percentages 
of PCM impregnated GAs and FAs. The thermal conductivity is decreasing at every instance 
as the PCM impregnated GAs content increases. The thermal conductivity values decreased 
from 2.00 W/m.K, for the concrete with normal aggregates, to 1.15 W/m.K for the concrete 
with 100% PCM impregnated GAs content. For 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% PCM impregnated 
GAs replacement, the reductions were 2, 10, 36 and 42.5 percent, respectively, compared to 
the corresponding concrete with normal aggregates. The reduction in thermal conductivity of 
the concretes can be attributed to the low thermal conductivity value of PCM impregnated GAs 
as PCM itself has low thermal conductivity. It is a known fact that LWAs having lower thermal 
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conductivity produce concrete with a lower thermal conductivity (Oktay et al., 2015). Another 
reason can be due to the shape, texture and density of the PCM impregnated LWAs in the 
concrete mix. 
 
 
Figure 4-23 Effect of PCM impregnated GAs and FAs on the average thermal conductivity of 
the concrete 
 
Thermal conductivity of FACs decreases with the increase in the percentage PCM impregnated 
FAs, and the concrete mixture thermal conductivity fluctuate between 2.00 and 1.60 W/m.K. 
The concrete without FAs content has the highest thermal conductivity value, while the 
concrete with 100% FAs content has the least thermal conductivity value. The thermal 
conductivity values of the concrete containing 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% FAs content was 
reduced to thermal conductivity values of 1.87, 1.80, 1.73 and 1.60 W/m.K respectively. The 
reduction of thermal conductivity values in the concrete containing FAs content show that the 
concrete ability to transmit heat reduces. The reduction in the thermal conductivity values of 
the concrete can be attributed to the lower thermal conductivity of FAs (as compared to 
siliceous based normal aggregates) and the lower density of FA, leading to a decrease in density 
and thermal conductivity Sikora et al. (2017).  
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4.3.2.7 Specific heat 
Figure 4-24 depicts the effect of PCM impregnated GAs and FAs content on the specific heat 
of the concrete. The specific heat of the concrete increased with an increase in the PCM 
impregnated GAs in the mix. The values of the specific heat increased from 700 J/kgK, for the 
concrete with normal aggregates (0% GAs), to 710 J/kgK, 720 J/kgK, 759 J/kgK and 808 J/kgK 
for concrete containing 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% PCM impregnated GAs content, 
respectively. Oktay et al., (2015) reported that concrete with high specific heat is beneficial for 
increasing temperature stability of a structure. However, this is highly influenced by moisture 
content, aggregate type and its density. For normal concrete, the specific heat ranged from 840 
and 1170 J/kgK. It is also evident from the results that the specific heat of concretes depends 
not only on aggregate density but also aggregate type. This is because the lesser the density of 
the concrete, the lower the thermal conductivity and the higher the specific heat. 
 
 
Figure 4-24 Effect of PCM impregnated GAs and FAs on the average specific heat of the 
concrete 
 
Similarly, the specific heat values increased from 700, for the concrete without FAs content, to 
710, 720, 759 and 808 J/kgK for concretes containing 25, 50, 75 and 100% FAs respectively. 
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The highest value of 808 J/kgK recorded for concrete with 100%  PCM impregnated FAs 
content while the lowest value close to the concrete without PCM impregnated FAs content is 
710 J/kgK. The results indicate that the increase in specific heat value is due to the concrete 
density, the types of aggregate used and aggregate shape, texture and density.  
4.3.2.8 Thermal diffusivity 
Thermal diffusivity is described as the ratio of thermal conductivity to the specific heat and 
density of concrete measured in m2/s. Thermal diffusivity is a physical material property or 
index of the facility with which concrete can undergo temperature changes (Oktay et al., 2015). 
Heat moves quickly through concrete with higher thermal diffusivity, because the material rate 
of conduction is rapid compared to its volumetric heat capacity. The thermal diffusivity values 
of concrete range between 0.55 to 1.55 mm2/s; however, it significantly depends on the type of 
the aggregates used in concrete.  
The results illustrated in Figure 4-25 shows that replacing normal aggregates with PCM 
impregnated GAs and FAs reduced the concrete thermal diffusivity because the total porosity 
is increased. The thermal diffusivity values decreased from 1.22 mm2/s, for the concrete 
without any PCM impregnated GAs content, to 0.85 mm2/s for the concrete with 100% PCM 
impregnated GAs content. The reductions in the thermal diffusivity of the concretes were 7.38, 
9.84, 22.13 and 30.33 percent when 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% by volume fraction of the 
normal aggregates was replaced by PCM impregnated GAs. Despite the concrete samples with 
100% GAs content having higher specific heat, the maximum thermal diffusivity occurred in 
the concrete made with normal aggregates. This may be attributed to the granular shape  and 
density of the PCM impregnated GAs in the concrete mix.  
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In conclusion, from the concrete thermal property results, it is evident that concrete density is 
the most effective parameter that has a direct relationship between the specific heat, thermal 
conductivity and thermal diffusivity.  
 
Figure 4-25 Effect of PCM impregnated GAs and FAs on the average thermal diffusivity of 
the concrete 
 
The thermal diffusivity for all the tested concrete mixtures containing PCM impregnated FAs 
content, as shown in the figure are generally lower than of the concrete without PCM 
impregnated FAs. The highest thermal diffusivity value of 1.22 mm2/s was recorded for the 
concrete without FAs content while the lowest value was recorded for concrete with 100% 
PCM impregnated FAs content. It is clearly seen from the results that thermal diffusivity values 
decreased further with increasing PCM impregnated FAs content.  For concrete with an 
aggregate replacement level of 25%, the thermal diffusivity of the concrete mixture is 1.20 
mm2/s, which is about 1.06, 1.12 and 1.18 times that of the concrete mixture with 50, 75 and 
100% PCM impregnated FAs content, whose thermal diffusivity is only 1.13, 1.07 and 1.02 
mm2/s respectively. The decrease in the thermal diffusivity is controlled by aggregate type, its 
density and gradation (Panesar and Shindman, 2012).  
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 Conclusions 
The chapter presented the background of this study, the experimental testing and program 
methodology and concrete mix proportions. Additionally, the results of the effect of PCM 
impregnated LWAs on concrete behaviour, focussing on concrete workability, slump, 
compressive strength, modulus of elasticity, flexural strength, thermal conductivity and 
specific heat capacity were presented and discussed. It was found that: 
From the fresh concrete results, the density of concrete with  PCM impregnated LWAs decrease 
as the percentage replacement level was increased from 25 to 100%. The results of slump show 
an increase in the concrete workability as the replacement level was increased from 25 to 100% 
in concrete with PCM impregnated GAs.  
 
The workability of concrete with PCM impregnated FAs decrease as the percentage 
substitution increased from 25 to 100. However, the compressive strength and modulus of 
elasticity increased greatly when compared with GAC.  
 
From the results discussed in this section, it was observed that replacing normal aggregates 
with PCM impregnated GAs and FAs affects all the concrete mechanical properties. A severe 
negative effect on the mechanical properties of the concrete was observed with the concrete 
containing 100% PCM impregnated GAs. It was observed that the density is the most effective 
parameter that has direct relationship with other concrete thermal properties while percentage 
replacement level of the normal aggregates is the most effective parameter that has direct 
relationship with the mechanical properties of the concrete. 
 
Furthermore, the threshold of percentage of PCM impregnated GAs and FAs recommended in 
relation to mechanical strength of concrete and thermal performance is 50%. 
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 Chapter 5 
Thermal performance of PCM modified GEP installed in 
Redhill sand 
 
 Introduction 
This chapter presents the results of a series of thermo-mechanical tests performed on different 
energy piles installed in Redhill sand. The tests comprise heating and cooling of an energy pile 
cross-section embedded in sand. The tests aim to investigate the thermal performance of the 
energy piles when subjected to heating and cooling. In addition, the effect of thermal cycle on 
the pile strain was also investigated. Furthermore, the temperature evolution of the sand during 
heating, cooling and recovery phases was also investigated.    
Section 5.2 describes the different testing programme developed in the study of the thermal 
performance of different energy piles that were considered in this study. Section 5.3 presents 
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and discusses the experimental set up. This includes the pile details and instrumentation, soil 
properties and test procedures. 
Section 5.4 presents and discusses the results of the temperature evolution of the pile and soil 
coupled with the pile thermal strains during the heating test.  Section 5.5 presents and discusses 
the results of the temperature evolution of the pile and soil coupled with the pile thermal strains 
during the cooling test. Section 5.6 presents and discusses the results of the temperature 
evolution of the pile and soil coupled with the pile thermal strains during the cooling test as a 
result of change of energy loop configuration. Lastly, Section 5.7 presents the conclusion from 
the different sections of this chapter.  
 Testing programme  
A detailed programme was designed to facilitate the laboratory experimental studies on the 
behaviour of an energy pile cross-section embedded in Redhill sand. The sand is characterised 
with d50=0.18mm, specific gravity Gs=2.65 and minimum and maximum void ratio of 0.608 
and 1.035 respectively, which has been reported by Cui et al. (2017). In addition, the sand 
thermal conductivity was measured to be 0.17 W/m.K.  
The tests involved the application of thermal load on a laboratory scale model of an energy 
pile. The thermal load was applied in a cyclic manner i.e. heating and cooling sequences. In 
addition, the recovery of the sand and the pile were investigated after subjecting the pile to the 
heating and cooling loads. The details of the heating and cooling tests are given in Sections 6.3 
and 6.4, respectively. 
 Experimental set up 
5.3.1 Pile details 
Four energy piles having the same heat exchanger configurations but different material 
compositions were designed and built as shown in Figure 5-1. Pile made up of normal concrete 
and without PCM  is herein referred to as Pile 1, 50% PCM impregnated GAs modified 
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concrete pile (Pile 2), 50% PCM impregnated FAs modified concrete pile (Pile 3) and concrete 
pile with hollow steel pipe half filled with PCM (Pile 4) with inner and outer diameter of 40.01 
mm and 41.19 mm respectively embedded at the centre of the pile and filled with PCM.  The 
PCM impregnated LWAs developed did not give good quantity of energy to justify their usage 
in GEP, hence, pile 4 was devised to solve this issue. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-1 Different geothermal energy pile investigated 
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Figures 5-2 & 3 show the set up plan and longitudinal sectional view. The piles had a length of 
300 mm and a diameter (D) of 150 mm. The embedded length (L) of the piles was 295 mm, 
while the remaining 5 mm (i.e. the pile head) extruded from the soil surface due to the limited 
space within the pile mould, ‘U’ shaped was utilised, the spacing between the loops was about 
51 mm. The U-shaped heat transfer loops have an inner diameter of 6.76 mm and an outer 
diameter of  9.26 mm. The tests were conducted in a model tank with dimensions: 
600x600x600 mm3 (length x width x height). The distance between the pile toe and the base of 
the container is 175 mm, which is 1.2 times of the pile diameter.  
 
Figure 5-2 Plan view of the experimental set up 
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Figure 5-3 Longitudinal sectional view of the experimental set up 
 
5.3.2 Pile accessories details and installation 
Three full-bridge strain gauges (G1-G3), (Figure 5-4a) which were supplied by Vishay 
Measurements Group UK Ltd are stuck to the outer surface of the GEP at 50, 150 and 250 mm 
from the pile toe, respectively, as shown in Figure 5-4b. Glue base and hardener were mixed, 
and a small portion of the mixture was pasted on the surface of the pile, and the strain gauge 
was stuck on the glue paste, and the pile was allowed to remain upright for 24 hours to allow 
proper hardening of the glue. 
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Figure 5-4 Typical (a) strain gauges and (b) PCM modified GEP with strain gauges attached 
 
Also, fifteen temperature sensors (T1 – T15), which were supplied by AT Electronics UK were 
installed in the experimental set up. T1 and T2 are attached to the inflow and outflow fluid loop 
respectively to measure the inlet and outlet temperature of the pile. T3 measures the ambient 
temperature.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-5 Installation of temperature sensors  
 
To monitor the temperature evolution of the pile, four temperature sensors (T4-T7) were 
glued on the surface or placed inside the pile. T4 was placed on the surface of the pile, at 150 
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mm from the pile toe while T7 was installed at the bottom of the pile. T5 was placed inside 
the pile close to the pile inlet pipe while T6 was placed at the middle of the pile. Eight 
temperature sensors (T8 – T15) were distributed at different levels in the soil to measure the 
soil temperature evolution during heating and cooling test. Figure 5-5 illustrates the 
temperature sensors installation 
After the temperature sensors have been installed at the base of the soil container. The container 
was filled with a layer of 175 mm soil. The energy pile was placed centrally inside the 
container, as shown in Figure 5-6a. The last temperature sensor was attached to the surface of 
the pile along the inlet pipe.   
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-6 PCM modified GEP centrally placed inside the soil wooden container and (b) 
covered with thermal insulated foam 
 
The container was filled up with sand, and insulated foam was placed firmly on top of the soil 
container (Figure 5-6b) to prevent heat loss/gain (i.e. thermal insulation), unnecessary entry of 
ambient air and humidity during the test. To monitor the evolution of the temperature of the 
pile and soil during heating and cooling tests, the end tip of temperature sensors were connected 
    
(a)                                                                          (b) 
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to the temperature data loggers. Similarly, to monitor the change in strain of the concrete energy 
pile during thermal tests, strain gauge wires were connected to the fullbridge strain scanner. 
The cable of the temperature data loggers and fullbridge strain scanner were then that connected 
to the desktop computer for visual monitoring of the results.  
5.3.3 Heating, cooling and strain tests instrumentation details 
A heating test was carried out using a thermal compartment unit developed in this study. The 
unit consists of immersion cooler (Figure 5-7a) and the heated circulating baths (i.e TXF200-
ST26) (Figure 5-6b).  Both refrigerated immersion cooler and heated circulating bath were 
supplied by Grant Instruments Ltd, UK. TXF200-ST26 comprises of high performance digital 
thermostat for ultra precise temperature control and stainless steel tank. It has an in-built high  
 
Figure 5-7 Typical thermal compartment unit (a) refrigerated immersion cooler (b) heated 
circulating water bath 
 
performance integral for external fluid circulation. It has variable speed. The maximum flow 
rate of the in-built pump is 5 litres/min while the lowest is 1 litre/min. TXF200-ST26 allow 
operation between +5 to 200°C temperature. The accessory cooling system i.e. immersion 
cooler allow operation at or below ambient temperature. 
Ouflow pipe 
Inflow pipe 
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Other components are two temperature data loggers (Figure 5-8a), one fullbridge strain scanner 
(Figure 5-8b).  
All temperatures were measured using DS18B20 chip based sensors having an outer diameter 
of 5.80 mm. It was calibrated with a maximum error of ±0.2°C. The sensor has an operating 
range of -55°C to +125°C. The DS18B20 chip sensor is a waterproof probe connected to a long 
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) insulated wire of about 1 m length. The chip is enclosed in a stainless 
steel casing of 6 mm in diameter and 35 mm long.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-8 Typical (a) temperature data logger and (b) fullbridge strain scanner 
 
A waterproof rubber seal allows the connection and transition between the steel tube and the 
lead.  The probe provides 9 to 12-bit (configurable) temperature readings connected to a 
microcontroller via three wires: Black (ground); Red (power supply); and Yellow 
(temperature output signal). To capture the temperature variation in the course of the 
experiment, the temperature sensors were connected to the data logger, which comprises of 
an 8 channel hardware unit. The temperature data logger is capable of sending and receiving 
signals between sensors. The data logger communicates with a computer in two ways. Firstly, 
through using a Bluetooth module attached to the data logger, and secondly through the use 
    
(a)         (b)  
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of a universal asynchronous receiver-transmitter (UART) to universal serial bus (USB) cable. 
This study utilises the UART-USB cable to capture and automatically store data from the 
data logger on to the computer with the help of open-source software known as Realterm. 
Information is transferred between the computer and the data logger at a baud rate of 9600. In 
other words, the serial port is capable of transmitting up to a maximum of 9600 bits per 
second. The data logging interval can be set to any value between 1 second and 7200 
seconds. A logging time interval of 5 minutes was chosen through the experiment. This was 
deemed justified to capture the transient heat flow gradient at the early stages of the tests.  
Similarly, the strain gauges were connected to the fullbridge strain scanner, which was 
connected to the computer for capturing of the pile strain change during the heating and cooling 
tests.  
All the thermal strains were measured using the fullbridge strain scanner, which was connected 
to the monitor via universal serial bus cable. The scanner monitored and recorded the concrete 
expansion and contraction as temperature rises and falls, respectively, during the test.  
 
Figure 5-9 illustrates the final thermal performance experimental set up for GEPs developed in 
this study. The heated circulating water bath’s inflow and outflow pipes were connected with 
the PCM modified energy pile inlet and outlet loops. The stainless steel of the circulating water 
bath tank was filled with water.  
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Figure 5-9 Complete physical laboratory experimental set up for thermal and strain tests of 
the PCM modified GEP 
 
After 24 h of installing the PCM modified energy pile in the soil and the soil settlement was 
stable, each of the pile underwent heating for 48 h and natural recovery for 48 h (Figure 5-10). 
The use of 48 h duration for the heating and cooling test is to simulate the short term thermal 
energy storage operation during the winter and summer respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-10. Experimental time and duration for GEP (a) heating test and (b) cooling test 
       
(a)             (b) 
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5.3.4 Heating, cooling and strain tests procedures 
Heating tests were carried out by circulating the heat transfer fluid through one loop of absorber 
pipes at a temperature of 35°C. Similarly, cooling tests were carried out by circulating fluid 
through outflow pipe of the circulating water bath at a temperature of 5°C.  Temperature 
sensors installed in the soil and the one fixed on the pile detect the temperature changes in the 
soil and pile respectively. The temperature changes were recorded continuously during the 
heating and cooling periods by data loggers. Similarly, change in the pile concrete strain was 
recorded continuously during the heating and cooling test via fullbridge strain scanner.  
After 48 h of circulating warm fluid in a pile, the heated circulating water bath was turned off, 
and the test pile and the soil were cooled naturally. This is to allow the induced heat to dissipate 
into the surrounding environment following each heating test. The subsequent heating test did 
not start until the temperature readings within the pile, and the soil returned to original as close 
as possible, to their initial temperatures.  
A constant flow rate of 5 litre/min of the heat transfer fluid was maintained during the heating 
and cooling periods of all heating and cooling tests. The flow rate was measured at the end of 
each heating test using a container of known volume and a stopwatch. 
 Heating tests results 
In the following sections, the results of temperature evolution of pile and soil during heating 
tests are presented and discussed. 
5.4.1.1 Pile temperature evolution 
Figure 5-11 shows average pile temperature over time with heating–recovery test. Temperature 
sensors T5 and T6 were situated 20 mm away from the inflow loop and at the middle of the 
pile respectively. T4 and T7 were situated on the surface of the concrete pile along the inflow 
loop and at the toe of the pile respectively (see figure 5-4b). During heating and natural 
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recovery in each cycle, the temperature changed slowly until it reached a steady state exactly 
at 17 hours after the heating test commenced.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-11. Temperature evolution of energy pile during heating test 
 
The maximum temperature inside the concrete GEP (T5 and T6) was monitored and captured 
by the temperature sensor to be 33°C in pile 1. It can be seen that the temperature did not 
decrease immediately after the heating test was stopped. It takes pile 1 approximately half of 
heating period before the temperature begins to decrease after the heating test has been stopped. 
But once the temperature begins to decrease, it declines rapidly. T4 and T7 followed the same 
pattern as seen in T5 and T6 by increasing and storing heat energy as the concrete pile and the 
PCM inside the impregnated LWAs is charging. T5 and T6 close to the loop so showing higher 
temperature compared to T4 and T7.  
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T5 and T6 of pile 2, 3 and 4 rose to 32.5°C, 33°C and 31.5°C respectively, after heating. Pile 
2, 3 and 4 inner temperature (T5 and T6), the surface temperature (T4) and toe temperature 
(T7) reached steady state at approximately 12 hours after the heating test commenced and 
maintained the temperature until the heating test was stopped. For pile 2 and 3, T4 and T7 
reached a peak temperature value of 31°C while that of pile 4 did not exceed 30°C. The low 
peak temperature in pile 4 compared to those in pile 1, 2 and 3 may be attributed to the large 
amount of the PCM incorporated in the steel pipe embedded in the concrete pile. In addition, 
it could be seen that the temperature difference between T5 and T6 is negligible when 
compared with pile 1, as expected, owing to the presence of PCM in the concrete pile. 
 
At the end of the natural recovery phase, the temperatures for all the four piles returned to their 
initial temperatures. However, it important to state that pile 1 takes twice the amount of time 
used for the heating test to have full thermal recovery whereas pile 2, 3 and 4 takes only half 
of the time used for the heating test to have full thermal recovery. 
5.4.1.2 Soil temperature evolution 
Transient soil temperature variation of all the tested piles during the heating test is presented 
in Figure 5-12. The maximum temperature reached varies from one pile to the other. For 
instance, soil temperature during heating test reached a maximum value of 31°C, 32°C, 27.5°C 
and 27°C for pile 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively and this was observed at T10. This may be due to 
the proximity of the surface of the concrete pile to the sensor. 
 
Furthermore, the soil temperature during the heating test at all locations reached maximum 
values at all locations, and therefore no time lag was observed. The temperatures started to 
decrease as soon as the heating test was stopped. This indicates an immediate soil thermal 
response during and after the heating test. It is also evident that the heating test raised the soil 
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temperature at the middle point (T11) of the pile by an average value of 2°C to 5°C for pile 3 
and 4.  However, in pile 1 and 2, the heating test raised the soil temperature by an average of 
5°C to 12°C. The higher value in the soil temperature surrounding the piles can be due to the 
high value of their concrete thermal conductivity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-12 Temperature evolution of soil at depth 1D away from the head of the pile during 
heating test 
 
Also, the temperature drop was immediate for pile 2, and heat dissipation was faster after the 
heating test was stopped. It takes the piles almost a day before the temperature started to decline 
after the heating test was stopped.  
 
The soil temperature in pile 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively returned to their initial value after 48, 22, 
20 and 32 hours of natural recovery. Therefore the soil recovery took twice the time of the 
heating test duration as observed earlier within the pile 1, approximate half the time of the 
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heating test duration for pile 2 and 3 while it took one and half the time of the heating test 
duration for pile 4 surrounding soil to fully recovered.  
 
Figure 5-13 plots the soil temperature under toe of GEP against elapsed time with heating-
recovery test. The temperature sensors T12, T13, T14 and T15, were situated 400 (2.67D) mm 
and 100 (0.66D) mm away from the head and the toe of the pile respectively. During heating 
and recovery, the soil surrounding pile 2 and 3 experienced the greatest change in temperature 
among the four piles.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-13 Temperature evolution of soil under the pile toe during heating test 
 
The surrounding soil of pile 4 experienced the least change in temperature. It is important to 
state here that the soil temperature surrounding the four piles’ at depth (2.67D) mm differed 
from that of soil temperature at depth 150 (1D) mm away from the head of the pile. The farther 
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the depth away from 1D of the pile, the lesser the effect of heating on the soil. When heating 
was stopped, pile 2 and 3 soil temperature decreased immediately, whereas the soil temperature 
in pile 1 and 4 continued to rise until the next 24 hours before they finally began to decline. 
The effect indicates a time lag in the arrival of the diffused heat wave front from the concrete 
pile to the surrounding soil. At the end of the heating test, for the four piles, the maximum soil 
temperature variation at 2.67D is 3°C, equalling 13.64% of the initial soil temperature. Heat 
flow mainly in radial direction. 
5.4.1.3 Pile thermal strain evolution 
Energy foundations under heating or cooling tend to expand or contract accordingly, which 
will induce thermal axial strain. The thermal strain is defined as positive during expansion and 
negative during contraction. Figures 5-14 shows the variation of the strain of the pile with time 
during the heating and recovery test.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-14 Thermal axial strain of the piles during heating test 
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For all the piles, at the head of the piles, thermal strain gradually expands until it reaches a 
steady state after approximately 15 hours of circulating warm fluid. In pile 1, all the location 
where strain gauges were situated was positive, and this implies that the pile expand throughout 
the heating phase of the heating test until it reach a steady state. The time and thermal strain at 
which the pile reach steady state is 15 hours and 310 µε respectively. When the heating was 
stopped, the pile immediately began to recover by expanding until it was fully recovered. 
For pile 2, 3, and 4, thermal strain at the middle (G2) and the toe section (G3) expand as the 
heating test progress after the test was stopped, only pile 2 recovered to its initial state. It is 
evident that thermal strain of pile 3 and 4 continue to expand even after the heating test has 
been stopped. This effect may be attributed to the latent heat energy stored in the PCM inside 
the piles.  
 
The thermal strain of pile 2 and 3 ranged between -1200 µε and 330 µε while that of pile 4 
ranged between -200 µε and 200 µε. This means that Pile 4 experienced less fluctuation in 
concrete expansion and contraction. This may be as a result of the hollow steel pipe inside the 
pile where the PCM was encapsulated. This was believed to limit the amount of expansion and 
contraction of the concrete due to the effect of the PCM inside it during the heating test.   
 
 Cooling test results 
In the following sections, the results of temperature evolution of pile and soil during cooling 
tests are presented and discussed. 
5.5.1.1 Pile temperature evolution 
Figure 5-15 shows average pile temperature over time with cooling–recovery test of all the 
tested piles. During the cooling test, the surface and inner pile temperature immediately began 
to decline, and in the process, storing the cold energy as sensible energy. Storing of sensible 
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energy in the concrete continues for the next 8 hours, 12 hours, 10 hours and 14 hours 
respectively for pile 1, 2, 3 and 4. The delay in the number of hours in Pile 2, 3 and 4 for storing 
sensible energy when compared with Pile 1 may be attributed to the PCM incorporated in the 
pile. Out of all the piles with PCM, Pile 3 quickly reached steady state followed by pile 2 and 
then pile 4. Upon reaching the steady state, which corresponds to the melting temperature of 
the PCM inside the pile, the PCM began to change phase and simultaneously storing latent cold 
energy. The storing of latent energy continues until the cooling test was stopped by switching 
off the water circulating instrument. 
 
In all the piles tested, the inner part (T6) of the pile is the common place where the lowest 
temperature was observed during the cooling test. The inner temperature of pile 1 and 2 is 8°C 
while pile 3 and 4 inner temperature are 7°C  and 8.5°C respectively. The temperature of the 
inner part of Pile 4 is higher than the inner temperature of the remaining piles. This means that 
immediately pile 4 temperature reached the PCM melting point, the excess cold temperature is 
being stored in the PCM as latent. The same experience should have happened in other piles 
containing PCM, but it is not so. This can be attributed to the low content of PCM inside the 
impregnated LWAs used to replace the normal aggregates.  
 
At no time did the surface temperature of all the tested piles reach the PCM phase change 
temperature. Also, at no point any part of the piles' temperature reach the temperature of the 
circulating fluid. For instance, a temperature difference of 5°C, 5°C, 4°C and 6°C was observed 
to be between the temperature of the circulating fluid and the surface of the pile. 
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Figure 5-15 Temperature evolution of energy pile during cooling test 
 
The release of the energy stored during the cooling test in pile 1 was immediate (the upward 
sharp gradient), and within 12 hours, 90% of the energy stored had been released. The 
immediate release of the energy may be attributed to the fact that the energy stored during the 
cooling test is sensible energy. The release of the energy stored in pile 2, 3 and 4 was gentle. 
This implies a delay in the release of the energy stored. The delay may be attributed to the PCM 
inside the piles, where surrounding temperature around the PCM need to rise above its melting 
point before the latent energy stored in it could be released. It is important to state that pile 1, 
2, 3 and 4 surface and the inner temperature returned to their initial temperature.  
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5.5.1.2 Soil temperature evolution 
Transient soil temperature variation of all the tested piles at mid height (1D) of the pile during 
the cooling test is presented in Figure 5-16. The soil temperature dropped from its initial 
temperature of 22°C to 16°C, 19°C, 15°C and 18°C  respectively for pile 1, 2, 3 and 4 during 
the cooling test. A decline of an average temperature difference of 5°C between the initial 
temperature of the soil and the peak temperature of the soil during the cooling test was 
observed. It is important to state that at no time did the soil temperature reach the phase change 
temperature of the PCM.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-16 Temperature evolution of soil at 1D of pile depth during cooling test 
 
During recovery, the soil temperature in all the tested piles immediately began to rise and 
continues until it reaches their initial temperature before the cooling test commenced. This 
indicates an immediate soil thermal response after the cooling test. The soil temperature in pile 
1, 2 and 3 returned to their initial temperature after 42 hours when the cooling test was stopped.  
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Figure 5-17 plots the soil temperature against elapsed time with cooling–recovery test.  
Temperature sensors T12, T13, T14 and T15, were situated 100 mm away from the pile toe. 
No significant temperature difference was observed under the pile toe, and the soil temperature 
in this region is similar to the one recorded at depth 1D of the pile. Farther the depth away from 
the mid height of the pile, less the effect of the cooling test on the surrounding soil of the pile.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-17 Temperature evolution of soil under the pile toe during cooling test 
 
During recovery, the soil temperature in all the tested piles immediately began to rise and 
continues until they reach their initial temperature before the cooling test commenced. This 
indicates an immediate soil thermal response after the cooling test.  
5.5.1.3 Pile thermal strain evolution 
Figures 5-18 show the variation of the strain of the pile with time during the cooling test and 
natural recovery. During the cooling test, the thermal strain at the head of the piles immediately 
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began to contract. The contraction continues until it reaches a peak value of -300 µε, -400 µε, 
and  -200 µε for pile 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The corresponding time for the peaks is 485 hours 
after the commencement of the cooling test.  
 
A similar pattern of thermal strain in pile 1, 2 and 3 was observed both at the middle and toe 
of the piles. The toe section of the pile experienced the most contraction during the cooling 
test, while the middle section experienced the least thermal contraction.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-18. Thermal axial strain of the piles during cooling test 
 
A different scenario was observed in pile 4, where the constant thermal strain was recorded 
during the cooling test and recovery phase. The less change in thermal strain observed in pile 
4 may be attributed to the embedded steel pipe inside the pile. This held the concrete firmly 
and greatly limit the pile possibility of expanding or contracting. When the cooling test was 
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stopped, the thermal strain in all the sections of the piles immediately began to recover to their 
initial strain by gradually contracting.  
 
 Effect of the energy loop configuration on PCM incorporated energy pile during the 
cooling test 
It is important to state that there is problem with pile made up of PCM impregnated GAs and 
FAs in term of the possibility of generating the required energy needed for a typical UK 
residential building. It was observed that the PCM impregnated inside GAs and FAs did not 
give good amount of energy that could justify its usage in field application. Moreover, pile 4 
did not also solve the problem even though the embedded hollow steel pipe was half filled with 
PCM because the PCM did not go through phase change at all. This could be due to the loops 
placed outside the steel pipe; PCM has low thermal conductivity which mean cooling does not 
reach there. Then, this section presents the new pile (herein referred to as Pile 5) designed to 
solve the drawback encountered with Pile 4. Furthermore, new PCM with melting temperature 
of 15°C was used. Likewise, soil of different moisture contents was used. 
 
In Pile 5 (Figure 5-19) energy loop was placed directly inside the PCM in the hollow steel pipe 
embedded in GEP. The cooling tests were conducted by circulating water through the energy 
loop embedded inside the concrete energy pile cross-section. The water was circulated 
continuously, at a temperature of 5°C, for about 2 days during the cooling phase of the tests. 
Afterwards, the chiller and the circulation pumps were switched off when the PCM totally 
changed to solid state inside the steel pipe. 
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Figure 5-19 Schematic diagram of Pile 5 
 
5.6.1 Result of PCM phase change  
Figure 5-20 shows the temperature evolution of the loops placed in the PCM in the steel pipe 
embedded inside the GEP. At the start of the cooling test, the ambient and initial temperature 
of the PCM was the same (i.e. 21°C) however PCM temperature capturing began when the 
temperature is 19°C. As the circulating fluid temperature of 5°C was flowing in and out of the 
energy loop placed directly inside the PCM encapsulated in the steel pipe in the energy pile, 
the PCM temperature begins to drop. The decline in the PCM temperature kick start its 
charging and simultaneous absorption and storing of cold energy. As the temperature of the 
PCM decrease from point A to B, the PCM is still in a liquid state and no change its phase was 
observed. After 15 minutes of the test, a liquid-solid phase was observed and this continues for 
the next 13 minutes. The temperature at which a change in the PCM phase from liquid to liquid-
solid is 15°C. At this phase (point A to C), a continuous fall in the PCM temperature led to a 
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further increase in the amount of cold energy absorbed and stored. The type of energy store 
between point A to C is referred to as sensible energy.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-20 Temperature evolution of PCM4 inside the pile during the cooling test 
 
At point C, when the temperature of the PCM is 13°C, the PCM phase changed to solid, and 
this remained the same till point D. Between point C to D, the PCM kept absorbing and storing 
further cold energy without a fall in its temperature, and the PCM continue changing from 
semi-solid and finally to solid state at point D. The type of energy stored between point C to D 
is known as latent energy. At point D, the PCM maximum energy storage capacity in term of 
latent was reached. Beyond point D and after one and half hours, a further fall in PCM 
temperature was observed until it reached 9°C after 7 hours of cooling. From there, the 
temperature remained constant. It is recommended that the the temperature difference between 
the PCM melting temperature and circulating fluid temperature should not be more of 2°C. 
This would present the possibility of further decline of PCM temperature after reaching its 
phase change. 
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5.6.2 Surrounding soil and pile temperature evolution 
Figure 5-21 shows the average evolution of PCM modified GEP temperature (T4,T5 and T6) 
and its surrounding soil temperature (T7) at the mid height of the pile during the cooling test.In 
this section, T4, T5 and T6 are the temperature evolution of PCM modified GEP. T4 was 
attached on the surface of the concrete pile along the inflow fluid loop while T5 was placed 20 
mm away from the inflow fluid loop. T6 was placed in the PCM inside the hollow steel pipe 
which was closed top and bottom. T7 was installed in the soil at the mid height of the pile 
depth. Only the surrounding soil at the mid height of the pile was monitored and captured. This 
is because, from the result of the previous test (see section 5.5), it has been shown that great 
changes in soil temperature surrounding the PCM modified GEP occurred only at mid height 
of the pile and not at the toe of the pile. 
 
The concrete temperature (T5)  close to the inflow loop also declined as the cooling test 
progress and reached a steady state a day after the cooling test commenced. T5 dropped close 
to the steady state temperature of the encapsulated PCM in the pile. The surface temperature 
(T4) of the GEP and soil temperature (T7) dropped to 18°C and 20°C respectively during the 
cooling test.  
 
To test the effect of water saturation of soil on the PCM modified GEP, GEP was installed in 
the soil with 50% degree of water saturation. It is observed that in partially saturated soil, the 
temperature (T6) of the PCM inside the steel hollow pipe embedded in the pile reached steady 
state quickly. The temperature at which the PCM reach steady state is 13°C. Furthermore, the 
concrete temperature (T5)  close to the inflow loop decline as the cooling test progress from 
the initial ambient temperature to 15°C. The time at which the T5 reached steady state is 20 
hours from the start of the test. The surface temperature of the pile (T4) did not drop below 
18°C. Also, there was little change in the soil temperature (T7) throughout the cooling test. 
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Figure 5-21. Temperature evolution of energy pile and its surrounding soil 
 
There is a clear temperature difference of 8°C between the PCM encapsulated in the steel pipe 
inside the pile installed in both partially saturated and dry soil when loops were placed inside 
the PCM in the steel hollow pipe. In addition, it is evident that PCM inside the steel hollow 
pipe  undergo phase change.  
 
5.6.3 Pile thermal strain evolution 
Figures 5-22 show the variation of the strain of the pile with time installed in partially saturated 
and dry soil during the cooling test. For the pile installed in partially saturated soil, the pile 
contract in the first 7 hours of the test. After that, only the pile head and middle point kept 
contracting as the test progress. The toe of the pile contract immediately gradually after the 
first 7 hours until it reached  strain value of -300 µε.   
 
For the pile installed in dry soil, the effect of directly placing the loop inside the PCM 
encapsulated in the hollow steel pipe embedded in the pile is not significant. The pile 
experienced little contraction during the cooling test; however, it does not take the pile longer 
time before it begins to expand and recover to its initial position. The strain experienced by the 
pile during the test fluctuates between -100 µε and 0 µε. 
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Figure 5-22 Thermal axial strain of the pile 
 
 Conclusions 
This chapter has presented the results of the different laboratory experiments, conducted on 
Redhill sand, to investigate the thermal performance of GEP cross-section embedded in dry 
condition. The testing programme for the thermal performance of GEP modified with PCM 
was presented. The chapter discussed the results of temperature and thermal strain that were 
measured during the heating tests. It was observed that the maximum temperature magnitude 
developed within the setup occurs at the centre of the pile. Similarly, the tests carried out on 
fully dry soil resulted in a larger magnitude of temperature developed within the pile and in the 
soil domain. Also, the range of temperature that was applied on to the energy pile cross-section 
was not large enough to cause the drying of the soil next to the pile.  Furthermore, when soil 
temperature during heating and cooling test is compared, large changes of soil temperature was 
observed during heating but less during cooling. 
Thirdly, the results of the temperature and thermal strain evolution with time for the cooling 
tests are presented and discussed. It was observed that the lowest temperature observed during 
the cooling tests occurs at the centre of the pile, with the magnitude of temperature decreasing 
with an increase in the amount of the PCM incorporated in the pile. In addition, no moisture 
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accumulation was observed in the soil surrounding the energy pile. Perhaps, this may be 
because the applied HCF temperature is within the ambient condition.  
It is evident that there is a clear temperature difference of 8°C between the PCM encapsulated 
in the steel pipe inside the pile installed in both saturated and dry soil when loops were placed 
inside the PCM in the steel hollow pipe. In addition, it is evident that PCM inside the steel 
hollow pipe  undergo phase change. This implies that cooling reached the PCM phase transition 
temperature. Both in saturated and dry soil, the pile experienced little contraction during the 
cooling test. It does not take the pile longer time before it begins to expand and recover to its 
initial position.  
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 Chapter 6 
Life cycle assessment and economic evaluation of Bio-
based PCM modified geothermal energy piles 
 
  Introduction 
Considering the integration of thermal energy storage (TES) system via PCMs within the 
energy pile, a lifecycle assessment (LCA) study is important to determine if the reduction of 
the energy consumption for heating and cooling during the operational stage of the energy pile 
can be compensated with latent energy of PCMs. 
 
Therefore, LCA for some of these piles was performed to examine the impact of using PCM 
within the energy piles. Another objective of the study was to highlight the manufacturing 
impact of including commercial bio-based PCM used in the energy pile to estimate the payback 
time needed by the operational phase of the piles to compensate for the high impact produced 
during the manufacturing phase. Therefore, the benefits of using renewable and natural 
materials as PCM can be clearly determined by using the LCA methodology. It is necessary to 
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carry out this investigation to direct further research to more sustainable and eco-efficient 
materials based on the life cycle of the material. A theoretical study was conducted to examine 
the GEP when it is being modified with bio-based PCM. The aim is to examine the possibility 
of reduction in the environmental impact when it is being used. 
 
Section 6.2 presents and discusses the materials used in this study. Section 6.3 presents and 
discusses the life cycle assessment, definition of goal, system boundaries, inventory analysis 
and impact assessment of the materials. Section 6.4 discusses the interpretation and results of 
the LCA analysis. Lastly, Section 6.5 presents the conclusion from the different sections of this 
chapter.  
 
 Materials 
6.2.1 Cement 
Cement is a hydraulic binder, which hardens when it is mixed with water. The main 
constituents of cement are limestone and clay. To produce cement, the limestone and clay are 
ground together. This raw material is fed into a rotating kiln either wet or dry. Dry material is 
more often used since this is more energy efficient, as a wet kiln uses twice as much energy. 
The temperature in the kiln is approximately 1450°C (Colangelo et al., 2018). 
 
The calcination process begins when the material passes from the kiln to the calcinator. In this 
heating process, CO2 is released from the limestone to produce cement clinker. The clinker 
consists of a mineral residue containing calcium oxide (CaO), alone or together with iron (Fe), 
aluminium (Al) or silicon (Si). The chemical process is: CaCO3 + heat CaO + CO2. Most of 
the energy used in cement production is used in the calcination process. 
 
The last step in cement production is the grinding together of the cement clinker and gypsum. 
Gypsum is added to prolong the binding of cement. Other material may be added to the cement, 
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for example, bauxite or sand, to establish the required quality of the final product. After 
finishing and packaging, the cement is transported to cement depots. 
 
The word “cement” refers in most cases to Portland cement, since 95 % of all cement produced 
is of this type. Portland cement is characterised by the way it is produced and by its 
composition, i.e. the production presented here and the composition of calcium, silica, 
aluminium and iron.  
 
6.2.2 Normal Aggregate 
Gravel is natural stone. Because of their different origin, they have a different texture. To 
optimise its function aggregate of all sizes should be included in the concrete. The smaller 
fractions fill cavities between bigger fractions and the concrete paste fills the smallest cavities 
and act like glue between the aggregate. 
 
6.2.3 GAs made from recycled glass waste 
The amount of glass waste generated is a big issue for the companies since the waste must be 
disposed in landfills. This approach is in contrast with the goals of sustainable development, 
which are focused on zero waste production through the full reuse waste by means of recovery 
and recycling procedures. 
 
Waste glass is recovered from the differential separation of solid waste from different social-
economic activities, including municipal solid waste management. Preliminary washing, 
cleaning and crushing, followed by the addition of pore-creating agents are among other 
recovery operations. As a final step, the resulting material is granulated with granular machine 
and treated at a high temperature of 1000°C leading to cellular structures with specific gravity 
ranging from 200 to 900 kg/m3 (Colangelo et al., 2018). 
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6.2.4 FAs made from incineration ashes 
Incinerator ashes are obtained from the incineration of municipal solid waste (MSW), so their 
composition is related strictly to the composition of the raw MSW, the combustion conditions, 
and the operational conditions of the plant. Chemical substances emitted by an incinerator 
include organic compounds that contain chlorine, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (IPA), 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs), trace elements (lead, cadmium, and mercury), 
hydrochloric acid, nitrogen oxides, sulfur oxides, and carbon oxides. Many of these compounds 
dissipate in the atmosphere together with dust, bottom ash, and fly ash. 
 
The composition of the latter depends on the lifestyle and waste recycling process of a country, 
and, for this reason, it varies from country to country (Colangelo et al., 2018). The most 
common chemical compounds and elements found in the fly ash from MSW incineration are 
oxides and large amounts of heavy metals, including Cr, Cu, Hg, Ni, Cd, Zn, and Pb. Such 
metals may be harmful to the environment and may cause leaching problems, and for this 
reason, they must be treated appropriately (Colangelo et al., 2018). 
 
After the treatment, the slags can be reused, rather than disposed of as a waste because of their 
environmental compatibility. The most common reuses of fly ash are roadside substrates, 
ceramic material, concretes and mortars, infrastructure, and landfill covers. 
 
6.2.5 Bio-based PCM production process 
Rapeseed, sunflower and soybean seeds arrive at the plant production of PCM from agricultural 
fields to be treated and processed. The period provided for the collection of seeds is performed 
for a maximum of 90 to 100 days. The processes of drying and cleaning are assumed to be done 
continuously at a rate of 100 t/h. To reduce the moisture content of the seed, in the drying 
machine, the seed is usually fried and in the process reducing its moisture content say from 
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12% to 8%, through a stream of air with a temperature of 150°C and a relative humidity of 
70% (Sanz Requena et al., 2011). The dryer used is assumed to be equipped with cyclones of 
90% efficiency for recirculating drying air. Once clean, dry seed is then transported to storage 
silos for processing in the preparation plant. 
 
The seed previously cleaned and laminated is sent to a conditioner, to obtain the best 
temperature and humidity conditions for juicing. Extraction is carried out throughout the year 
with mechanical pressing which is capable of getting 75% of the oil content in the seeds and a 
press cake that goes to the next chemical extraction process. The extraction of oil remaining in 
the pressed cake is made by solvent (hexane). In a bio-based PCM processing plant, the other 
by-product is separated from the oil and the crude oil. 
 
 Methodology 
6.3.1 Life Cycle Assessment: description of the methodology 
 
The increased awareness of the importance of environmental protection, and the possible 
impacts associated with products (ISO, 2000), both manufactured and consumed, has increased 
interest in the development of methods to better understand and address these impacts (Menoufi 
et al., 2013). Life cycle assessment (LCA) is one of the techniques being used to assess the 
impact of the materials life cycle. 
 
LCA is the compilation and evaluation of the inputs, outputs and the potential environmental 
impacts of a product system throughout its life cycle. LCA is also a methodology that evaluates 
the environmental impact of processes, products and taking into account the different life cycle 
stages involved [Menoufi et al., (2013) and De Gracia et al., (2014)]. The life cycle stages 
considered in any study, and their details can differ from one application to another. However, 
the general context for an LCA study in any application has to incorporate the following phases:  
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manufacturing phase (extracting and processing raw materials), disposal phase, and the 
operational phase. 
 
LCA has been widely used in environmental building assessment [Menoufi et al., (2013) and 
De Gracia et al., (2014)] as LCA is considered as a tool that assists identifying opportunities 
to improve the environmental performance of products at various points in their life cycle, 
informing decision-makers in industry, government or non-government organisations (e.g. for 
strategic planning, priority setting, product or process design or redesign), the selection of 
relevant indicators of environmental performance, including measurement techniques, and 
marketing (e.g. making an environmental claim, or producing an environmental product 
declaration). 
 
To conduct an LCA study effectively, ISO 14042 standard (ISO, 2000), recommended an 
organised steps to follow and are:  
 Definition of goal and scope. 
 Inventory analysis. 
 Impact assessment. 
 Interpretation of results 
The impact assessment step is the most critical one within an LCA study reported by Menoufi 
et al. (2013). For this, several methodologies have been developed to deal with the complexity 
of this step. The methodology used in this study for assessing the impact of PCMs incorporated 
in energy pile is the Eco-Indicator 99 (EI99) (Louzguine et al., 2000) since it is widely used 
for civil engineering materials impact assessment. The application of the LCA steps is detailed 
in the following subsections. 
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6.3.2 Definition of goal and scope 
 
The objective of this theoretical study is to evaluate the environmental impact of incorporating 
LWAs impregnated with bio-based PCM in the energy pile while aiming at increasing the pile 
heat storage capacity.  
 
Following assumptions were considered during the study: 
 No information was available about the manufacturing and disposal of the commercial 
bio-based PCM used in this study; hence, its value was estimated using the same ratio 
of all the other used components to their disposal values. This is the same ratio method 
that was used by Menoufi et al. (2013); Cabeza L.F (2014) and Azzouz et al. (2017). 
 In order to properly compare the impacts that result from the different energy piles 
examined, the same distances were taken into account, i.e., (1) 70 km between the 
concrete mixing plant and the concrete production plant and (2) 20 km from the 
concrete production plant to the retrieval point for the artificial aggregate and bio-based 
PCM. 
 
In detail, four different concrete energy piles composed of recycled aggregates and PCM were 
analysed which are described as follows: 
- Pile 1: concrete energy pile without PCM impregnated LWAs (control GEP). 
- Pile 2: concrete energy pile with PCM impregnated GAs. 
- Pile 3: concrete energy pile with PCM impregnated FAs. 
- Pile 4: concrete energy pile with an encapsulated PCM steel pipe. 
 
In this study, the pile parameters (Table 6-1) used by Singh et al. (2015)  in their field study 
was adopted. The reason for adopting it was because the pile parameters correspond to the 
typical size of GEP used in the industry.  
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Table 6-1. Assumed geothermal energy pile parameters 
 
Properties Units Value 
Diameter mm 600 
Depth mm 16,100 
Total concrete volume m3 4.521 
Total quantity of normal aggregate kg 4106 
 
6.3.3 System Boundaries 
Figure 6-1 shows the boundaries of the system. In this study, the production phase (excluding 
the treatment and disposal phases) constitutes boundaries of the system. The motivation for 
this choice was the author’s awareness that the production phase is the most relevant phase in 
terms of environmental impacts, as demonstrated  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6-1. System boundaries 
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by several authors ILCD, (2010); Hajek et al. (2013); Charles et al. (2014) and Colangelo et 
al. (2018). This phase includes the processing of raw materials, transportation, and the 
production of PCM impregnated GEPs. Also, the boundaries of the system include the energy 
required for the processing and transportation of the materials, for the treatment of artificial 
aggregates (if needed), and also for mixing.  
 
6.3.4 Inventory analysis 
At this stage of LCA, all of the inputs and outputs of the life cycle phases are considered. To 
evaluate the manufacturing/production process phase, a life cycle inventory is established 
(Tables 6-2 to 6-5) which includes all the materials used during the construction phase of the 
energy piles and its correlation with the materials used in the EI99 database. In addition, the 
literature review and some assumptions were also used to integrate the inventory analysis. 
 
6.3.5 Impact assessment 
 
The impact assessment helped quantify the “magnitude” of the potential impacts through four 
steps (Colangelo et al., 2018). The first step was called “classification,” the aim of which was 
to define the impact categories for each of the inventory items. The second step was the so-
called “characterisation step,” that aimed to classify each impact into its impact category. The 
third step was followed by the “normalisation step,” which sought to define local or global 
environmental impacts. The last step was “weighting”. It aimed to classify the impact 
categories.  
 
The approach used for evaluating the LCA in this study is a methodology based on the Eco-
Indicator 99 (EI99) methodology (Figure 6-2), which is one of the most extensively used 
impact assessment [Menoufi et al., (2013) and Colangelo et al., (2018)]. It is an end-point 
approach (or damage approach) that considers 11 impact categories and which are aggregated 
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into three areas of protection. They are considered to express the damage on the environment 
due to the manufacturing/disposal phase. These are: 
 Damage categories: Climate change, ozone layer depletion, ionising radiation, 
acidification, carcinogenic, respiratory effects, ecotoxicity, land use, mineral resources, 
eutrophication and fossil resources.  
 Areas of protection: Human health, ecosystem quality and natural resource. 
 
Note that most of the data in this study were assumed to occur within the European context, 
but some damages were assumed to occur on global scale, such as the depletion of the ozone 
layer; greenhouse effects; and damages from some radioactive substances. Different damages 
from some persistent carcinogenic substances were also modelled in the regions adjoining 
Europe. The damages estimates were comparable, and they were summed in a single score, i.e., 
the Ecoindicator expressed in Points (Pt) or MilliPoints (MPt), which represents the overall 
performance of the system that was investigated in environmental energy terms. In other words, 
the point (pt) corresponds to 1/1000 of a year lost in the life of a healthy European citizen. 
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s 
Figure 6-2.  Impact categories and pathways covered by the Eco-indicator 99 methodology [Adapted from Louzguine et al., (2000) and ILCD, (2010)
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 Interpretation of results and discussion 
This section includes the fourth step within an LCA study (interpretation of results), where the 
results are demonstrated, conclusions are drawn and possible future work opportunities are 
discussed. 
 
 
Table 6-2. Life cycle inventory and impact during manufacturing phase for pile 1 [Modified 
from Ampofo-anti, (1996) and Louzguine et al., (2000)] 
Component Mass 
used 
(kg) 
Impact 
points 
(EI99) 
Impact/kg 
material 
Fly ash aggregates - -15 - 
Glass aggregates - -15 - 
Gravel 4106 0.84 0.002 
Sand 3214 0.82 0.0003 
Cement  1428 20 0.014 
Stainless steel pipe - 4.1 - 
Concrete not reinforced 10398.3 3.80 0.0004 
HDPE 10.40 330 31.73 
Bio-based PCM (i.e Ester/vegetable 
oil) 
- 3.247 - 
Epoxy resin - - - 
Graphite powder - - - 
Total impact/kg of pile   31.75 
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Table 6-3. Life cycle inventory and impact during manufacturing phase for pile 2 [Modified 
from Ampofo-anti, (1996) and Louzguine et al., (2000)] 
Component Mass 
used 
(kg) 
Impact 
points 
(EI99) 
Impact/kg 
material 
Fly ash aggregates - -15 - 
Glass aggregates 164.2 -15 -0.091 
Gravel 2053 0.84 0.004 
Sand 3214 0.82 0.0003 
Cement  1428 20 0.014 
Stainless steel pipe - 4.1 - 
Concrete not reinforced 10398.3 3.80 0.0004 
HDPE 10.40 330 31.73 
Bio-based PCM (i.e Ester/vegetable 
oil) 
123.15 3.247 0.026 
Epoxy resin 32.84 5 0.15 
Graphite powder 16.42 5 0.30 
Total impact/kg of pile   32.13 
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Table 6-4. Life cycle inventory and impact during manufacturing phase for pile 3 [Modified 
from Ampofo-anti, (1996) and Louzguine et al., (2000)] 
Component Mass 
used 
(kg) 
Impact 
points 
(EI99) 
Impact/kg 
material 
Fly ash aggregates 1149.7 -15 -0.013 
Glass aggregates - -15 - 
Gravel 2053 0.84 0.004 
Sand 3214 0.82 0.0003 
Cement  1428 20 0.014 
Stainless steel pipe - 4.1 - 
Concrete not reinforced 10398.3 3.80 0.0004 
HDPE 10.40 330 31.73 
Bio-based PCM (i.e Ester/vegetable 
oil) 
287.427 3.247 0.011 
Epoxy resin 32.84 5 0.15 
Graphite powder 16.42 5 0.30 
Total impact/kg of pile   32.19 
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Table 6-5. Life cycle inventory and impact during manufacturing phase for pile 4 [Modified 
from Ampofo-anti, (1996) and Louzguine et al., (2000)] 
Component Mass 
used 
(kg) 
Impact 
points 
(EI99) 
Impact/kg 
material 
Fly ash aggregates - -15 - 
Glass aggregates - -15 - 
Gravel 4106 0.84 0.0002 
Sand 3214 0.82 0.0003 
Cement  1428 20 0.014 
Stainless steel pipe 16 4.1 0.256 
Concrete not reinforced 10398.3 3.80 0.0004 
HDPE 10.40 330 31.73 
Bio-based PCM (i.e Ester/vegetable 
oil) 
1039.83 3.247 0.003 
Epoxy resin 32.84 - - 
Graphite powder 16.42 - - 
Total impact/kg of pile   32.01 
 
 
 
Tables 6-2 to 6-5 shows the correlation between the materials used in the piles and the EI99 
database. The use of PCM impregnated GAs instead of PCM impregnated FAs in the GEP 
results in an impact reduction during the manufacturing phase of GEPs from 32.19 to 32.13 
points.  GAs and FAs respectively have -0.091 and -0.013 points of impact per kg of material. 
The negative values of the impact point of the material are due to the fact that GAs and FAs 
are the by-products of recycled materials. In all the PCM modified GEPs investigated, HDPE 
has the greatest impact points per kg of material. This may be due to the fact that it is a by-
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product of crude oil. Similarly, the impact points per kg of bio-based PCM in Pile 2, 3 and 4 
are 0.026, 0.011 and 0.003 respectively.   
 
The analysis highlighted the fact that pile 1 (control GEP) had the least impact in all categories. 
In comparison between the GEPs that contain bio-based PCM (Table 6-3 to 6-5), the pile with 
PCM impregnated FAs has the highest impact, followed by the one with PCM impregnated 
GAs and the one with steel pipe encapsulated PCM.  The total impact points of pile 1, 2, 3 and 
4 are 31.75, 32.13, 32.19 and 32.00, respectively. The slight increase in the impact points of 
pile 2 and 3 when compared with pile 4 is due to the impact point contribution of the epoxy 
resin and graphite powder used to coat the PCM impregnated GAs and FAs.  
 
 Conclusions 
In this study, different kinds of GEP containing PCM were evaluated from an environmental 
perspective by applying the LCA methodology. The aim of this research was to contribute to 
the study of the most sustainable GEP concrete compositions, with natural and recycled 
aggregates impregnated with bio-based PCM, through a life cycle analysis. The main results 
of the research showed that PCM impregnated GEP that had the least impact was the one with 
PCM encapsulated steel pipe, followed by one with PCM impregnated GAs.  
 
In conclusion, the results of the study indicated that the use of GEP modified with bio-based 
PCM is a potential field of research that could ensure tangible environmental benefits in the 
future based on the impact score. 
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 Chapter 7 
Conclusion and recommendations 
 
 Summary 
The aim of this study was to evaluate the possibility of using PCM impregnated aggregates 
made up of waste materials (i.e. GAs and FAs) from different sources as partial aggregate 
substitutes to the normal aggregate (gravel) in the Portland cement concrete mixture to produce 
new concrete composites which would subsequently be used to produce GEP that is capable of 
storing latent heat. Several research questions were structured to establish quantitative and 
qualitative engineering information about these new concrete composites. The research 
questions were quantitative type of questions concerning some of the thermal properties of the 
PCM, physical and mechanical properties of the PCM impregnated LWAs. It also involves the 
examination of the thermo-mechanical properties of the developed new concrete. Therefore, 
two different types of concrete composites were prepared containing GAs and FAs. Each type 
of these concrete composites contained one of four different volume percentages of aggregate 
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substitute ( 25, 50, 75, and 100%). A control concrete composites was also prepared as a 
reference for the PCM impregnated LWAs concretes. Different test methods were conducted 
on these concrete composites: density test, compressive strength test, modulus of elasticity test, 
flexural tensile strength test, thermal conductivity test, specific heat test etc. 
 
Furthermore, thermal performance and the general thermal strain behaviours of the developed 
PCM impregnated GEPs due to the thermal cycles were examined. Effect of heating and 
cooling tests on the sand where the GEPs were installed were also examined. 
 
Finally, the LCA of the materials used for the development of PCM modified GEPs was 
investigated. 
 
 Overall conclusions 
This research study has presented the laboratory scale experiments carried out to investigate 
the thermal performance enhancement of geothermal energy piles incorporated with PCM. 
 
Chapter 3 
 A laboratory experiment on the PCMs characterisation,  LWAs physical properties 
investigation, impregnation of the LWAs with the PCMs were conducted. This is to 
gain an understanding of the thermal and phase change behaviour of the PCMs and 
PCM impregnated LWAs.   
 For the first time, aggregates made up of recycled glass waste material were used to 
host PCM. Vacuum impregnated PCMs were developed by incorporating liquid bio-
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based PCMs into the pore space of the GAs through vacuum impregnation technique. 
The maximum percentage of bio-based PCM retained by GAs was found to be 30.66%. 
 From coating material performance test, it was found that epoxy resin successfully 
prevented the PCM leakage drawback by sealing the PCM inside the LWAs 
permanently. 
 Graphite powder was used to coat the surface of PCM impregnated LWAs to address 
the challenges of sticking together of the coated LWAs during the hardening of epoxy 
resin. 
 Two coats of graphite powder and epoxy resin are required to withstand the abrasive 
forces to stop mass loss and disintegration of the coated PCM impregnated LWAs. 
Thermal energy storage double coated PCM impregnated LWAs can withstand the 
abrasive force of concrete mixer during concrete mixing was produced.  
 Novelty: Aggregates made up of recycled glass waste material and fly ash were 
used to host bio-based PCM. PCM leakage free thermal energy storage 
impregnated LWAs  capable of withstanding the abrasive force was developed.  
 
Chapter 4 
 A laboratory experiment on the PCM impregnated LWAs concrete was carried out to 
gain an understanding of the effect of replacing part of the normal aggregates with PCM 
impregnated LWAs on the physical, mechanical and thermal properties of the new 
concrete developed.  
 From the fresh concrete test results, it was found out that density, compacting factor 
decreased with an increase in PCM impregnated GAs in the mix from 25% to 100%.  
The reductions in density and compacting factor of the produced samples ranged from 
2.83 to 21% and 11 to 16%, respectively. The slump value increased as the percentage 
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replacement increased from 25% to 100% for a certain degree and resulted in lighter 
weight concrete. It is important to state here that replacing normal aggregates with PCM 
impregnated glass aggregate is beneficial in term of concrete workability and ease of 
flow of the fresh concrete. The produced concrete can be used in construction works 
that involve concrete pumping. 
 The workability of concrete with PCM impregnated FAs decrease as the percentage 
substitution increased from 25 to 100. However, the compressive strength and modulus 
of elasticity increased greatly when compared with GAC.  
 The 28-day compressive strength results revealed that replacing normal aggregates with 
PCM impregnated GAs caused reductions in the concrete compressive strength of 
GAC. The reduction was observed to decrease quickly as the PCM impregnated GAs 
proportion in concrete increased beyond 25%. However, the 28-day compressive 
strength of the concrete containing between 25% and 50% PCM impregnated glass 
aggregates are higher than 15 MPa, therefore, the developed thermal energy storage 
concrete can be used for structural application. 
 The flexural tensile strength results for the developed thermal energy storage concrete 
revealed that as PCM impregnated glass aggregates content increased, the concrete 
flexural tensile strength decreased with an inconsistency between 7.19 and 7.85 MPa. 
However, the flexural tensile strength of the developed thermal energy storage is within 
the conventional values derived for concrete made with lightweight aggregates (i.e. of 
5.86 to 7.86 MPa) and hence can be used for structural application.  
 From the thermal property results of the concrete, by reducing the density of the 
concrete, low thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity but higher specific heat can 
be achieved. Considering that, particularly in the UK, the amount of energy 
consumption of the buildings is such enormous. Therefore, the thermal insulating effect 
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of the concrete mixes with PCM impregnated GAs is most attractive and indicates a 
high and promising potential for thermal energy storage. 
 Novelty: Bio-based PCM thermal energy storage concretes were developed. Also, 
the threshold of percentage of PCM impregnated GAs and FAs recommended in 
relation to mechanical strength of concrete and thermal performance is 50%. 
 
Chapter 5 
 A laboratory experiment on a cross-section installed in Redhill sand was carried out to 
understand the thermal performance and thermal strain behaviours of PCM 
incorporated GEPs installed in dry and saturated soil conditions. It was observed that 
the maximum temperature magnitude was witnessed at the central axis of the GEP 
cross-section, and the temperature decreases as the phase change temperature of the 
PCM decreases.  
 From the results of temperature and thermal strain that were measured during the 
heating/cooling tests. It was observed that the maximum temperature magnitude 
developed within the setup occurs at the centre of the pile. 
 The temperature at which the PCM reached steady state when loops were placed inside 
it is 13°C. This corresponds to the temperature at which the PCM changed phase from 
semi-solid to solid.   
 Little or no strain change was observed in the pile installed in dry soil during the heating 
test. However, pile installed in saturated soil experienced significant contraction 
particularly at the toe of the pile and minimum contraction at the head and the middle 
point of the pile during cooling test. 
 The ability of the PCM to absorb and store heat minimises the amount of heat that will 
be transferred to the surround soil. Thus, prevent the occurrence of any plastic thermal 
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changes in the soils, especially in problematic soils like clays, or avoid unnecessary 
heat losses to the surrounding environment where groundwater flow exists. Also, at no 
point in the course of the test did the surrounding soil temperature of the pile decline 
below 20°C.  
 Novelty: A sustainable and promising way of enhancing the thermal performance 
of GEP to generate significant amount of energy needed for space heating/cooling 
was developed. Similarly, modified GEPs capable of storing heat energy during 
the summer for later use during the winter and vice versa was developed. 
Furthermore, the effect of thermal cycles on the concrete modified GEPs strain 
was investigated. 
 
Chapter 6 
 In comparison between the GEPs that contain bio-based PCM, the pile with PCM 
impregnated FAs has the highest impact, followed by the one with PCM impregnated 
GAs and the one with steel pipe encapsulated PCM.   
 The total impact points of pile 1, 2, 3 and 4 are 31.75, 32.13, 32.19 and 32.00, 
respectively.  The slight increase in the impact points of pile 2 and 3 when compared 
with pile 4 is due to the impact point contribution of the epoxy resin and graphite 
powder used to coat the PCM impregnated GAs and FAs. However, the impact point 
of the PCM modified GEPs is still very low. The low impact point implies that it the 
PCM modified GEPs contribute little or no carbon footprint.  
 Besides, it is concluded that embedding encapsulated PCM steel pipe in GEPs increase 
the total impact score slightly. 
 It is concluded that incorporating PCM impregnated LWAs in GEPs reduced the 
manufacturing /production process impact of the pile. 
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 Recommendations for future work 
The thermal performance of PCM modified GEPs were investigated experimentally in the 
laboratory. The result is promising. However, there is still the necessity for conducting further 
research in this area to enable and promote greater understanding which will result in successful 
planning, design and installation of these systems.  
There are several recommendations to improve the implementation of PCM impregnated GEPs 
for further study in the laboratory and for implementation of this technique in the field: 
 This thesis has shown that the increase in PCM content has a positive influence on the 
performance of the GEP system both in short and long-term. However, other natural 
events including the effect of precipitation, surface run-off (prone in borehole heat 
exchangers), and groundwater flow (especially in coarse soils) may have impact on the 
thermal performance of the system. Thus, the short-term and long-term influence of 
different degree of soil saturation on the thermal performance of PCM modified GEPs 
should be investigated.  
 Also, it is anticipated that precipitation events may result in the GEP to be embedded 
in a partially or fully saturated condition in coarse soils (sands). This results in 
saturation and desaturation phenomenon. Hence, research into the short-term and long-
term effects of cyclic saturation and desaturation of the surrounding soil under 
geothermal energy piles application should be investigated. 
 Long term heating and cooling test of PCM modified GEP should be considered. 
 Field scale study of PCM modified GEP should be considered. 
 Numerial study of PCM modified GEP should be considered. 
 Comprehensive results for the environmental damage (resources, ecosystem quality, 
and human health) for all the GEPs should be investigated to know the main 
environmental damage out of the resources, ecosystem quality and human health. 
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 The LCA analysis did not consider the technical and economical aspects. Thus, starting 
from the current scenario, the development of a life cycle costing analysis (LCC) to 
determine the most cost-effective option among the four alternatives should be 
investigated.  
 The analysis of the environmental and economic implications as a function of different 
distances, which affect the impacts due to transport should also be investigated. Based 
on these sensitivity analyses, it will be possible to choose the available resources that 
generate the lowest environmental and adverse economic impacts.  
 The last recommendation is for LCA analysists to perform a similar study. Since 
inventory analysis could vary from one area to another, it is desirable to improve the 
precision of the LCA data. 
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